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About this report

This report discusses the findings from ASIC’s review of credit card lending in Australia between 2012 and 2017.

In particular, it looks at consumer debt outcomes over this period, the effect of balance transfers, and the operation of key reforms for credit cards that commenced in 2012.
About ASIC regulatory documents

In administering legislation ASIC issues the following types of regulatory documents.

**Consultation papers**: seek feedback from stakeholders on matters ASIC is considering, such as proposed relief or proposed regulatory guidance.

**Regulatory guides**: give guidance to regulated entities by:
- explaining when and how ASIC will exercise specific powers under legislation (primarily the Corporations Act)
- explaining how ASIC interprets the law
- describing the principles underlying ASIC’s approach
- giving practical guidance (e.g. describing the steps of a process such as applying for a licence or giving practical examples of how regulated entities may decide to meet their obligations).

**Information sheets**: provide concise guidance on a specific process or compliance issue or an overview of detailed guidance.

**Reports**: describe ASIC compliance or relief activity or the results of a research project.

**Disclaimer**

This report does not constitute legal advice. We encourage you to seek your own professional advice to find out how the National Credit Act and other applicable laws apply to you, as it is your responsibility to determine your obligations.

Examples in this report are purely for illustration; they are not exhaustive and are not intended to impose or imply particular rules or requirements.
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Executive summary

1 Credit cards are credit contracts that offer consumers regular advances up to a specified limit, with the total amount of credit available decreasing as advances are made. These contracts give consumers flexibility about how much of the balance owing they repay (subject to a contractual minimum amount, which is often less than 3% of the balance).

2 Although this flexibility can make credit cards a useful tool for consumers, some concerns have been raised about their distribution and use:

(a) **Credit card product design and long-term debt**—Consumers can carry large balances on their cards for extended periods at high interest rates, including balances that they have no prospect of repaying in the short-to-medium term (or that may cause financial harm in the future if their circumstances change).

(b) **Credit card marketing and increasing debt levels**—Some features of credit cards offered to consumers, such as high interest rates or balance transfers, can lead to many consumers carrying more debt over time.

(c) **Credit card selection**—Consumers can face challenges selecting credit cards suited to their actual behaviours, in that:

(i) behavioural biases may affect product selection and use, causing consumers to choose a credit card because of certain features (e.g. interest-free periods and balance transfer offers) rather than a card that aligns with their behaviours, resulting in additional costs; and

(ii) differences in credit card features and terms can be difficult for consumers to assess.

3 Since 2012, the *National Consumer Credit Protection Act 2009* (National Credit Act) has contained additional requirements for credit cards intended to address some of these issues. However, more recent inquiries, such as the Senate Inquiry into credit card interest rates (Senate Inquiry), have concluded that these issues persist within the Australian credit card market.

Note: Studies in other jurisdictions have found similar issues. See the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA), *MS14/6 Credit card market study: Final findings report* (July 2016).

4 The Senate Inquiry also expressed concerns about the effect of balance transfers. Balance transfers allow consumers to transfer some or all their credit card balance to another card and pay minimal or no interest on the transferred amount for a specified promotional period. This can give consumers an opportunity to pause or reduce interest charges on their outstanding balance (giving the consumer a chance to pay off the debt), or to switch credit providers.
In the Senate Inquiry’s view, these transfers can present a ‘debt trap’ for consumers. That is, the Inquiry was concerned that consumers could increase their total credit debt if they transfer a balance to a new card to take advantage of an offer but:

(a) fail to pay off the transferred balance in the promotional period;
(b) keep the card the balance was transferred from; and
(c) make new purchases on one or more of the cards.

ASIC’s review of credit cards

In 2017, ASIC began a review into credit card lending in Australia, looking at issues highlighted by regulatory reforms and the Senate Inquiry. The review focused on three areas:

(a) **Consumer outcomes**—We sought to identify the debt outcomes for consumers from their credit card products over time, with particular attention to consumers who are in arrears, carry debt at a high interest rate for a long period, or repeatedly make low repayments.

(b) **Balance transfers**—We looked at when and how balance transfers are used, how they are repaid and their effect on aggregate credit limit and debt levels over time.

(c) **Effectiveness of key reforms**—We wanted to look at the effect of the additional requirements for credit cards, especially:
   (i) disclosures intended to help consumers choose credit cards and encourage them to make larger repayments; and
   (ii) requirements standardising how repayments are allocated to outstanding balances.

Twelve credit providers participated in our review. These providers covered the vast majority of the credit card market and include the major banks, a mixture of mid-tier banks, foreign banks, customer-owned banking institutions and non-bank lenders.

We also consulted with other stakeholders, including domestic and international government agencies, industry associations and consumer advocacy groups.

Data analysis and research

As part of our review, we obtained the following data:

(a) **Quantitative data**—Credit providers gave us 659 data points for each credit card account open between July 2012 and June 2017 (21.4 million
accounts in total), including data about the consumer, the type of card, and balance transfers, as well as general usage and repayment data.

(b) *Qualitative data*—Credit providers answered 51 questions about responsible lending, hardship processes, their response to the additional requirements for credit cards, the availability of balance transfers and proactive action they took on consumer debt issues.

10 We conducted a data linking exercise using the quantitative data so that our review and analysis could be conducted on a ‘whole of wallet’ or ‘person level’ without knowing the identity of each consumer in our dataset. This is important as consumer outcomes may not be clear based on each card in isolation.

11 We also commissioned consumer research about the uptake and use of balance transfers and followed up with additional research as needed.

Note: For more information about our methodology, see the appendix to this report.

**Snapshot of the market**

12 We sought to understand the credit card market in Australia more generally. Based on the data we collected, at June 2017:

(a) there were over 14 million open credit card accounts (an increase of over 300,000 since July 2012);
(b) outstanding balances totalled almost $45 billion (an increase since 2012, although balances showed signs of seasonal variation);
(c) outstanding balances on cards where interest was being charged totalled $31.7 billion (a decline from over $33 billion in 2012); and
(d) consumers were charged approximately $1.5 billion in fees over the previous year, including annual fees, late payment fees and other amounts for credit card use.

13 Our data linking exercise indicated that 12.3 million people owned the 21.4 million cards in the dataset. There is a difference between the number of people and the number of credit cards because the linking exercise identified those consumers who were highly likely to have more than one card.

14 Most consumers had only one credit card between 2012 and 2017: 62.1% of cards were not linked to any other card. Consumers with multiple cards generally had two cards. The linking exercise indicated that less than 5% of consumers had five or more credit cards between 2012 and 2017.

Note: For more information about the credit card market in Australia and how it is regulated, see Section A.
Summary of key findings

Consumer outcomes

Findings 1–2: Credit card debt is a problem for many consumers, and problems can persist over time

In our review, we identified four situations where credit card debt is potentially problematic and developed indicators for each category:

(a) Severe delinquency—The account has been written off or is in the worst state of delinquency that the relevant credit provider reported to us.

(b) Serious delinquency—The account has been 60 days (or more) overdue in the previous 12 months.

Note: There were differences in how some credit providers reported delinquency information to us. We standardised this information where possible, but there may be minor differences between providers’ cards. We have considered these differences when developing and using the indicators.

(c) Persistent debt—The average balance of the credit card is 90% of the credit limit over the previous 12 months and interest has been charged.

(d) Repeated low repayments—The consumer has made eight or more repayments on the account at or below 3% of the credit limit and interest has been charged over the previous 12 months.

At June 2017, 18.5% of consumers with a card satisfied at least one of the problematic debt indicators. We found:

(a) over 178,000 people were in severe delinquency;
(b) almost 370,000 additional people were in serious delinquency;
(c) around an additional 930,000 people had persistent debt; and
(d) roughly a further 435,000 people made repeated low repayments.

Some satisfied more than one indicator, sometimes for multiple cards. For example, at June 2017:

(a) 1.7% of consumers were in severe delinquency on at least one card;
(b) 5% of consumers were in serious delinquency on at least one card;
(c) 10.8% of consumers had persistent debt on at least one card; and
(d) 8.5% of consumers made repeated low repayments on at least one card.

Not all consumers with persistent debt and repeated low repayments may currently be vulnerable or experiencing harm. However, consumers in these situations may be at risk of future problems, potentially driven by changes in life circumstances. These consumers may also be charged more interest compared to other finance options.
We found some areas of particular concern: young people were more likely to be in delinquency, and multiple card holders were over-represented in our indicators. Additionally, over 890,000 consumers who were in problematic debt in 2013 also met our indicators in 2017. It was relatively more common for consumers to meet the persistent debt or repeated low repayment indicators in both 2013 and 2017, suggesting that there is scope for further measures to help these consumers.

**Finding 3: Some consumers have credit cards that are not well suited to their behaviours or needs**

Many credit providers have promoted cards with higher interest rates that have additional ‘lifestyle’ benefits such as reward programs and longer interest-free periods. Consumer behavioural biases can mean that consumers select a card based on these promoted benefits rather than on how they are likely to use the credit card in practice.

We looked for consumers with products that were not suited to their behaviours. Specifically, we looked for consumers who:

(a) carried a balance and were repeatedly charged interest on a high-interest rate card;

(b) repeatedly exceeded their credit limit; and

(c) had a card with relatively high fees that they did not regularly use.

Note: For the purposes of our review, we defined a high-interest rate card as a card with a purchase rate of over 20% for three or more months.

At June 2017:

(a) 19% of consumers (who we had enough information about) were charged interest for three or more months in the previous year on a high-interest rate card;

Note: Some consumers were excluded from this analysis due to data issues.

(b) 10.7% of consumers had exceeded their credit limit for two or more months in the previous year; but

(c) we did not find evidence of consumers having cards with substantial fees that they did not regularly use.

For consumers that were repeatedly charged interest on high-interest rate cards, we estimate that the amount of interest charged could have been reduced by at least $621.5 million in 2016–17 if interest was charged at 13%.

Consumers with cards that were not suited to their behaviours were also more likely to satisfy our problematic debt indicators.
Finding 4: Few credit providers take proactive steps to address persistent debt, low repayments or products that are unsuited

We asked credit providers whether they proactively take steps to prompt larger repayments, look for potential hardship or products that do not suit consumers’ behaviours.

In general terms, few take these proactive steps:

(a) nine of the 12 providers do not proactively contact consumers that make payments at or near the minimum amount for an extended period to prompt them to repay more of their outstanding balance; and

(b) eight of the 12 providers did not proactively look for signs of potential consumer harm (other than through training frontline staff to look for signs of financial difficulty after a consumer initiated a discussion).

Consumers who are in persistent debt, or repeatedly making low repayments, are profitable for credit providers. However, providers have obligations to conduct themselves efficiently, honestly and fairly.

Two credit providers have begun pilot programs to proactively identify and engage with consumers that meet their own indicators of potential harm, low repayment behaviour or unsuited products. Others were considering or developing their own initiatives.

Credit providers should implement these types of initiatives, with indicators of potential harm or problems framed to capture an appropriate pool of consumers. We consider that this is consistent with:

(a) their obligations to engage in credit activities efficiently, honestly and fairly; and

(b) a culture of prioritising consumers’ interests.

Balance transfers

Findings 5–6: Balance transfers are more common with certain types of consumers and credit providers

At June 2017, balances had been transferred onto 7.6% of open credit card accounts. Across the five years of our review, consumers transferred $12.4 billion in balances.

The use of balance transfers varied substantially between providers: some do not promote balance transfers and represent fewer than 1% of the accounts that received a transferred balance. By comparison, some larger credit providers held between 15% and 20% of all accounts open at June 2017 that had received a transferred balance.
Rates during the promotional period also varied between providers, although 79% of balance transfers in our dataset had a promotional rate of 0%. Consumers said that reducing debt was a key motivation to transfer balances, and that the promotional rate was an important consideration when deciding on a particular transfer.

Almost all balance transfers had a promotional period of 24 months or less. The most common periods were six, 12, 15 and 18 months; 60.9% of balance transfers had a promotional period of between 12 and 18 months.

Consumers with a higher level of credit card debt across all their cards were more likely to transfer balances.

Findings 7–8: While many consumers reduce their credit card debt after a balance transfer, the ‘debt trap’ risk is real for one-third of consumers

To consider the effect of balance transfers on debt levels, we compared the total balance of all the consumer’s cards at the start of the transfer to the total balance shortly after the promotional period ended.

We found that approximately:

(a) 53.1% of consumers reduced their total debt by 10% or more, with almost 8% paying the debt off completely;
(b) 15.3% of consumers maintained relatively stable total debt levels; and
(c) 31.6% of consumers increased their total debt by more than 10% (with 15.7% increasing their debt by 50% or more).

Consumers who transferred more than one balance were less likely to reduce and more likely to increase their total credit card debt during the promotional period (but achieved relatively better outcomes on later transfers).

These findings suggest that the ‘debt trap’ risk for balance transfers noted by the Senate Inquiry exists and affects a substantial proportion of consumers.

Finding 9: Consistent repayments may help consumers who transfer balances to reduce their debt, but credit providers can do more

Despite prompts from the Senate Inquiry for credit providers to remind consumers with an outstanding debt from a balance transfer that the promotional period is about to end, many consumers do not receive any warning. The interest rate on outstanding debt after this period is usually significantly higher than the promotional rate.

Of the 10 credit providers that offer promotional rates on balance transfers, five do not take proactive steps to remind customers who have not repaid the transferred amount that the promotional period is about to end.
Findings 10–11: Most consumers do not cancel cards after transferring balances and continue to use them, resulting in interest charges

Over 63% of consumers who transferred balances did not cancel any of their other credit cards. Older consumers were slightly less likely to cancel other cards after transferring a balance.

If a consumer did cancel a credit card, this most commonly occurred soon after the balance was transferred. Consumers were progressively less likely to cancel cards during the six months after the balance was transferred.

Most consumers (53.8%) used the card with the transferred balance. This included 21.7% of consumers with interest charges exceeding $5 in fewer than six months of the promotional period, and 32.1% with interest charges in six or more months. Consumers who used the card were less likely to reduce their debt during the promotional period.

Note: We analysed card use on cards opened with a balance transfer with a promotional rate of 0%.

Some consumers appeared to use both their old cards and their new card(s) with the transferred balance. Consumers who did not cancel a card, and who used both their old and new cards, were more likely to increase their total debt during the promotional period.

Effectiveness of key reforms

Findings 12–14: Many consumers are not using the Key Facts Sheet when choosing a credit card

The Key Facts Sheet is a standardised one-page document intended to help consumers compare credit cards and choose one that suits their needs. However, the data available for accounts opened online suggests that many consumers are unlikely to have engaged with the Key Facts Sheet when applying for their credit card.

Most credit providers offer tools to help consumers choose cards. Some provide interactive tools that prompt consumers to think about what features are important to them or how they use their credit cards.

Findings 15–17: The requirement to first allocate repayments to balances with higher interest rates saves consumers money

Under the additional requirements implemented in 2012, credit card repayments must be allocated to balances with higher interest rates before those with lower interest rates (unless the consumer requests otherwise). This reform was intended to standardise practices and prevent terms that maximised the time and money needed to repay credit card debt.
This requirement has saved consumers money; prevailing practices before 2012 were inconsistent across credit providers, but generally less favourable for consumers. Eight of the 12 credit providers have applied this requirement to all their consumer credit cards.

However, four providers (American Express, Citi, Macquarie and Latitude) continue to apply previous practices for some or all credit cards contracts entered before July 2012. We estimate that 525,000 consumers may have been charged extra interest as a result, including on more than one card. While these four credit providers are not breaking the law, they are charging their longstanding customers more interest than they should, and their conduct is out of step with the rest of industry.

In anticipation of a new Banking Code of Practice, from 2019 Citi and Macquarie will no longer use the previous method of allocating repayments for grandfathered credit cards. American Express has also indicated it will make this change in 2019. Latitude is considering its position.

Note: The new draft Code was lodged with ASIC for approval under s1101A of the Corporations Act 2001 (Corporations Act) in December 2017. The current version, issued by the Australian Banking Association (ABA) in 2013, is the Code of Banking Practice.

Finding 18: There was no evidence of a repayment ‘spike’ at the two-year amount disclosed on the minimum repayment warning

The minimum repayment warning is a disclosure on the credit card account statement that compares the total cost and time to pay off the balance through minimum repayments with an alternate repayment which would repay the balance over two years. The warning aims to highlight the effect of making minimum repayments and encourage higher repayments.

Based on a sample of credit cards from some credit providers in our review, we did not find evidence of a ‘spike’ in repayments at the level included on account statements.

ASIC’s expectations and actions

ASIC’s expectations

In response to our findings, we expect improvements in credit providers’ practices. We will also be continuing our work on credit cards to ensure the problems we have found are addressed.

Issue 1: Credit providers should take proactive steps to address problematic credit card debt and products that do not suit consumers

We are concerned by the amount of problematic credit card debt we found. Although not all consumers with problematic debt will be vulnerable, some may be in financial difficulty now, while others may be at risk of harm in the future.
We expect credit providers to proactively look for signs of problematic credit card debt. The steps that should be taken vary based on the severity of the problems and how long they have persisted.

We note that the regulatory regime in the United Kingdom now requires proactive steps to be taken to address persistent credit card debt, including forbearance in some cases. While this is not the case in Australia, we nonetheless expect credit providers to significantly expand their efforts in this area. By 30 September 2018, ASIC will publish the list of credit providers that have committed to introducing proactive measures to address problematic credit card debt and products that do not suit consumers.

**Issue 2: Credit providers should minimise the extra credit provided to consumers who regularly exceed their credit limit**

Some consumers regularly exceed their credit limit. We obtained information from some credit providers about the extent to which they allow consumers to exceed their credit limit, and found that current practices vary greatly.

There is some scope under the National Credit Act for consumers to exceed their credit limit. This can give consumers access to credit for emergency purposes, or avoid discontent or embarrassment if transactions are declined that would take them only slightly above their credit limit. However, regularly exceeding the credit limit creates risks of financial hardship.

We are concerned about the extent to which a small number of credit providers are allowing consumers to exceed their credit limit, as well as the lack of clarity about this practice. We expect credit providers to review, and where necessary reduce the extra credit they allow consumers to access.

Our view is that credit providers should not ordinarily allow consumers to exceed their credit limits by more than 10%. We will consider further action if this practice is not curtailed.

**Issue 3: Credit providers should take proactive steps to help consumers repay their balance transfers**

All credit providers should tell consumers when the promotional period for a transfer is ending. Under the new Banking Code of Practice, credit providers that are members of the Australian Banking Association (ABA) will be required to provide 30 days’ notice before the promotional period for a balance transfer is ending.

We will contact credit providers that are not members of the ABA and request that they make a similar commitment. By 30 September 2018, we will provide information on ASIC’s MoneySmart website about those credit providers that will not be providing notice.
In line with paragraphs 54–56, we think credit providers should also:

(a) proactively look for and engage with consumers who are not reducing a transferred balance as the promotional period continues; and

(b) actively promote structured payment arrangements to help consumers steadily pay down transferred balances where they wish to do so.

### Issue 4: Credit providers should encourage consumers to review the credit cards they hold when they transfer a balance

The fact that consumers do not cancel an old card after a balance transfer is increasing the risk of higher total debt levels over time.

The Government has amended the National Credit Act to make it easier for consumers to cancel credit cards. This reform provides an opportunity for credit providers to ensure that balance transfer offers achieve their intended purpose—that is, an ability for a consumer to benefit from a reduced interest rate without increasing their total debt levels.

### Issue 5: Balance transfer offers should be designed to take into account additional spending

Some consumers make new purchases on credit cards with transferred balances that are benefitting from a 0% promotional rate. In these circumstances, new purchases generally do not receive the benefit of an interest-free period unless the consumer pays off the closing balance in full, including the transferred balance on which interest is not charged.

We consider that there is scope for fairer outcomes in this (and similar) contexts. This could include excluding balances with a 0% promotional rate from the amount that needs to be repaid for an interest-free period to apply.

To encourage best practice, by 30 September 2018 we will highlight on ASIC’s MoneySmart website those credit providers that have committed to taking a fairer approach.

### Issue 6: Credit providers should develop tools to help consumers choose credit cards that reflect their actual needs and use

Many credit providers have developed tools to help consumers to choose credit cards, in some cases interactive tools.

Future developments in this area should focus on providing tools that allow consumers to better choose products that match their actual needs and use.

Note: The Government has accepted the recommendations of the Independent Review into Open Banking and that regime will apply to credit card data: see Treasury, Government response to the Open Banking review (9 May 2018).
The tools provided should cater as much as possible to known consumer biases that may affect product choice and use, as these biases can result in additional costs or risks of harm.

In our view, developing tools to encourage consumers to choose cards that suit their actual needs and use is consistent with credit providers’ obligations to engage in credit activities efficiently, honestly and fairly, as well as culture of prioritising consumers’ interests.

**Issue 7: The repayment allocation requirement should apply to all credit cards, including those entered into before July 2012**

We are concerned that hundreds of thousands of consumers who have had a credit card for six years or more are missing out on the benefit of more favourable allocation of repayments.

All credit providers that have not applied the requirement in the National Credit Act to every credit card should do so as soon as possible. We note that the ABA has included a commitment in the new Banking Code of Practice reflecting the repayment allocation requirement that will apply to all consumer credit cards provided by subscribers to that code.

**ASIC’s actions**

**Action 1: Responsible lending practices should be enhanced through the implementation of the recent reforms**

Based on the information provided to us, responsible lending assessments for credit cards can be improved.

Some credit providers reported that in some or all cases, they were conducting these assessments based on a consumer’s ability to make the contractual minimum repayment when the entire credit limit is used. Others were assuming that repayments on other credit cards would only be made at the contractual minimum (and that those other cards were also fully used).

During our review, the Government amended the National Credit Act to give ASIC the power to prescribe a period for assessing whether a credit card contract or credit limit increase is unsuitable (for the purposes of responsible lending). The rationale of this change was to tighten the existing obligations to address the harms identified by the Senate Inquiry.

We propose to prescribe a period of three years for these assessments: see [Consultation Paper 303 Credit cards: Responsible lending assessments](CP 303). We encourage credit providers to give feedback on our proposal. CP 303 also sets out our expectations about the assumptions used in assessments.
Action 2: Information on ASIC’s MoneySmart website

We will engage with industry about how they address our findings and expectations and improve their credit cards and behaviours. By 30 September 2018, we will publish on our MoneySmart website information about credit providers that:

(a) have committed to develop and introduce proactive measures to address problematic credit card debt and products that do not suit consumers;
(b) are taking fair approaches to additional purchases on balance transfers; and
(c) are not providing notice to consumers before balance transfer promotional periods end.

We may consider providing information about other matters relevant to our review and findings.

Action 3: Follow-up work on credit cards

Our work on credit cards will continue beyond 2018. We will conduct a follow-up review in two years to track:

(a) the amount of problematic credit card debt and number of cards that do not suit consumers (e.g. consumers that repeatedly exceed their limit);
(b) the effect of balance transfers on debt outcomes; and
(c) whether card cancellation rates change.
A The credit card market in Australia

Key points

Credit cards are regulated under the National Credit Act framework, with additional specific requirements introduced in 2012. Further requirements start in July 2018 and in 2019.

At June 2017, there were:

• over 14 million open credit card accounts in Australia with total outstanding balances of almost $45 billion;
• total outstanding balances of $31.7 billion on cards where interest was being charged; and
• approximately $1.5 billion of fees charged over the previous year.

Most consumers had only one credit card (62.1% of cards were not linked to any other card); some consumers had multiple cards.

How credit cards are regulated

Australia’s consumer credit framework

ASIC took over the regulation of consumer credit on 1 July 2010 under the National Consumer Credit Protection Act 2009 (National Credit Act). This Act established a national consumer credit framework, administered by ASIC as the single national regulator.

The National Credit Act contains a licensing regime that imposes minimum standards of conduct for credit providers and other participants, including requirements for:

(a) competence;
(b) membership of an external dispute resolution (EDR) scheme;
(c) compensation arrangements;
(d) adequate compliance and risk management systems; and
(e) responsible lending obligations, which require credit licensees to take certain steps before providing a credit card to a consumer or increasing a cardholder’s credit limit.

Note: The licensing regime also provides mechanisms to cancel credit licences and ban persons from engaging in credit activities.
For example, credit licensees must make inquiries into a consumer’s requirements and objectives, and make inquiries into and verify a consumer’s financial situation. They must assess this information and not provide or suggest credit that will not meet the consumer’s requirements and objectives or where they will not be able to meet their financial obligations without substantial hardship.

Note: For ASIC’s guidance on these requirements, see Regulatory Guide 209 Credit licensing: Responsible lending conduct (RG 209).

Additional requirements for credit cards

In 2011, Parliament introduced additional requirements for credit cards in the National Consumer Credit Protection Amendment (Home Loans and Credit Cards) Act 2011 (Home Loans and Credit Cards Act). The Explanatory Memorandum to this Act acknowledged that credit card contracts differ from other credit contracts and therefore require specific regulation.

This is because:

(a) credit providers only require consumers to make repayments calculated at a low percentage of the outstanding balance, which means consumers can carry high balances for a significant period at relatively high interest rates;

(b) differences in features between credit card products are not easily visible to consumers; and

(c) credit cards are long-term arrangements, which means the credit provider may, over time, significantly change the terms of the contract or the consumer’s obligations.

The additional requirements:

(a) state that credit providers must give consumers a Key Facts Sheet;

(b) specify how repayments should be applied under credit card contracts;

(c) prohibit additional fees for the use of credit cards above the credit limit unless consumers have given their consent; and

(d) restrict the making of unsolicited offers to increase a credit card limit.

Note: See Section D for our findings on the effectiveness of some of these reforms.

In 2015, the Senate Economics References Committee conducted an inquiry into credit card interest rates and other matters (Senate Inquiry). In its final report, the Committee expressed concerns that some consumers may never repay their credit card debt or may take a long time to do so, while paying a relatively high interest rate on their balance.

Note: See Senate Economics References Committee, Interest rates and informed choice in the Australian credit card market (December 2015).
Credit card balance transfers were also seen as a potential ‘debt trap’ (i.e. rather than offering a low-cost way to reduce debt, many consumers may transfer their debt from card to card and subsequently increase their spending and their overall debt).

The Senate Inquiry final report recommended further requirements, including that providers:

(a) tell consumers about the features of their cards, making it easier for them to switch or cancel an account online; and
(b) base responsible lending assessments on the consumer’s ability to pay off the balance over a reasonable period.

After Treasury consulted in 2016 on many of the recommendations, the Government decided to implement further reforms in a phased approach. Table 1 summarises the first phase of these reforms in the *Treasury Laws Amendment (Banking Measures No. 1) Act 2018* (Banking Measures Act).

**Table 1: Further requirements for credit cards**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>What it means</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Responsible lending</strong></td>
<td>From 1 January 2019, consumers will be considered to only be able to meet their financial obligations under a credit card contract with substantial hardship where they cannot repay the credit limit within a period prescribed by ASIC. The effect of this change is that providing a credit card to a consumer who cannot repay the limit within the prescribed period will be prohibited by the responsible lending obligations. Note: We propose to prescribe a period of three years for all credit card contracts: see Consultation Paper 303 Credit cards: responsible lending assessments (CP 303).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Unsolicited credit limit offers** | From 1 July 2018, credit providers must not make unsolicited credit limit increase invitations, including communications that:  
• offer to increase the credit limit;  
• invite the consumer to apply for a credit limit increase; or  
• are given to encourage the consumer to consider applying for an increase.  
Note: Under the Home Loans and Credit Cards Act, these communications were permitted if the consumer first provided their express consent. The Banking Measures Act removes the consent defence, prohibiting any unsolicited offers. |
| **Changes to interest calculations** | From 1 January 2019, credit providers will be prohibited from charging interest on a day based on events that occur afterwards—for example, retrospectively applying interest charges on a balance that has had the benefit of an interest-free period. |
| **Credit limit reduction and cancellation** | For credit card contracts entered into after 1 January 2019, credit providers must give consumers the right to ask to reduce their credit limit or cancel the contract. Providers must give consumers a way to use these rights online. If a consumer makes a request, the credit provider must:  
• not suggest something that is contrary to the consumer’s request; and  
• take reasonable steps to ensure the request is dealt with as soon as possible. |
Snapshot of the market, 2012–17

Number of credit cards and volume of interest and fees

The 12 credit providers in our review gave us data on 21.4 million credit card accounts. Based on this data, at June 2017 there were 14 million consumer credit card accounts open. This represents an increase of over 300,000 accounts since July 2012. There was a steady increase in the number of open accounts in 2012 and 2013, and more fluctuation in later years: see Figure 1.

Figure 1: Number of open credit card accounts, 2012–17

At June 2017, there were balances outstanding of almost $45 billion, a general increase since July 2012, when balances outstanding were $43.8 billion. However, the data displays seasonal variation, with relatively higher outstanding balances during some months of the year: see Figure 2.

Note: Some accounts may also be in credit (e.g. because the repayments on the card exceed the amounts debited). These amounts have not been included for this analysis.
Although the total balances outstanding have generally increased since 2012, the outstanding balances on accounts being charged interest has trended downward since 2012. At June 2017, the outstanding balances on accounts being charged interest was approximately $31.7 billion: see Figure 3.

Note: See paragraph 93 for a description of the trends in this figure.
Figure 4 outlines the interest charged on credit card accounts between 2012 and 2017. There has been a general downward trend in the aggregate amount of interest charged to accounts each month, from $489.6 million in August 2012 to between $410 million to $445 million in 2017.

**Figure 4: Total interest charged on credit card accounts, 2012–17**

Note: See paragraph 95 for a description of the trends in this figure.

In addition to interest charges, we obtained data on fees charged to credit card accounts, including annual fees, late payment fees and other transaction-related charges. This data indicates that approximately $1.5 billion in fees was charged to credit card accounts in 2016–17. This figure has increased each year since 2012–13.

**Cards for each consumer**

Our data linking exercise indicates that approximately 12.3 million people own the 21.4 million accounts in the dataset—that is, the data linking exercise strongly suggests some consumers have more than one credit card.

Most consumers held one credit card between 2012 and 2017: 62.1% of accounts are not linked to any other account. Of the consumers with multiple credit cards, most held two cards. The data linking exercise indicates that less than 5% of consumers held five or more credit cards between 2012 and 2017.

Figure 5 outlines the number of open cards for each consumer at June 2017. At that time, 70% of consumers had one open card, and a further 20.2% had two open cards. The remainder of consumers had more than two open cards.
Figure 5: Number of consumers with multiple credit cards, June 2017

Note: See paragraph 99 for a description of the trends in this figure.
B Consumer outcomes

Key points

Credit card debt causes problems for some consumers—at June 2017 18.5% of consumers satisfied our problematic debt indicators. Younger consumers were relatively more likely to be in delinquency, while those with multiple cards were over-represented in our indicators.

Some consumers have cards that are not well suited to their actual needs or behaviours, highlighting the challenges consumers face in selecting an appropriate credit card.

Only a few providers are taking proactive steps to look for and address persistent debt, repeated low repayments and potential hardship.

A significant area of focus in our review was the debt outcomes consumers experience with their credit cards.

We were concerned that consumers can carry large balances for extended periods at high interest rates, including balances that they have no prospect of repaying in the short-to-medium term (or that may cause financial harm in the future if their circumstances change).

Consumers can also face challenges selecting credit cards suited to their actual behaviours, in that:

(a) behavioural biases may affect product selection and use, which means that consumers may choose a credit card because of certain features (e.g. interest-free periods and balance transfer offers) rather than a credit card with features that would suit their behaviours, resulting in additional costs; and

(b) differences in product features and terms can be difficult for consumers to assess.

Note: The additional requirements for credit cards discussed in Section A are aimed at addressing some of these issues.

In our review, we explored:

(a) whether consumers have credit card debt that is causing them problems or has the potential to cause them problems in the future (we refer to this as ‘problematic debt’), and how this debt changes over time;

(b) whether some consumers have credit cards that are not suited to their actual behaviours; and

(c) what credit providers do in response to these issues.

Note: For a discussion of debt outcomes related to balance transfers, see Section C.
We also considered some aspects of current responsible lending assessments that may be relevant after the further requirements in the Banking Measures Act that relate to responsible lending commence from 1 January 2019.

Note: For details of this reform, see Table 1. For our proposal to prescribe a period of three years for all credit card contracts under this reform, see CP 303.

Problematic debt

Credit cards allow consumers to spread out the cost of their expenses over time and give them flexibility in how much of the balance owing they repay. Although credit cards are a useful tool, this flexibility has contributed to poor debt outcomes for some consumers.

There is no single definition for problematic credit card debt, and attempting to define it as a concept is challenging. For example:

(a) looking at the total outstanding balance in isolation means the analysis will not consider if that amount is a significant debt for that consumer;

(b) examining behaviours at a single point in time means the analysis will lack context about whether a consumer’s usage pattern is for a short period or indicative of longer-term challenges; and

(c) reviewing each card in isolation means the analysis will not reflect total credit card debt outcomes where consumers hold multiple cards.

The effect of problematic debt on consumers can be financial: carrying large balances for a significant period at relatively high interest rates is expensive compared to other debt options. There can also be non-financial harms, such as reduced consumption or stress due to substantial or unaffordable debt.

In examining problematic debt, we looked at three scenarios:

(a) *Failure to make minimum repayments*—We consider that not making the minimum repayments required (excluding short-term oversights) is clear evidence of debt that is causing problems for a consumer.

(b) *Significant long-term debt*—Consumers who carry substantial amounts of debt relative to their credit limit for a prolonged period are at risk of financial harm or more severe problems if their circumstances change. Stakeholders were concerned about consumers who use nearly all their credit limit and do not effectively repay their debt. The Senate Inquiry also expressed concerns about this behaviour, noting that some consumers have no prospect of repaying what they owe in the short-to-medium term.

(c) *Small repayments*—Where consumers make relatively small repayments for a prolonged period (e.g. the contractual minimum, or amounts near that minimum) the cost of credit card debt substantially increases, creating risks of financial harm if this occurs regularly.

Note: These scenarios broadly correlate with the types of problematic credit card debt identified by the FCA in its credit card market study: see FCA, *MS14/6 Credit card market study: Final findings report* (July 2016).
Indicators of problematic debt

To measure the prevalence of these scenarios, we developed four problematic debt indicators: see Table 2. These indicators reflect the three scenarios, with some additional conditions to filter out:

(a) occasional variations in behaviour that do not detract from the overall risk of harm; and
(b) practices that may not cause problems, such as regularly carrying a large balance at no cost.

In developing these indicators, we looked at the different ways credit providers recorded and reported delinquency information and tested alternatives to identify accurate measures. We also conducted a data linking exercise to analyse a consumer’s debt situation across all their credit card accounts (rather than only an individual account-based assessment): see the appendix to this report.

Table 2: Overview of problematic debt indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Severe delinquency</td>
<td>The account has been written off or is in the worst state of delinquency that the relevant credit provider reported to us.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Note: There were differences in how some credit providers reported delinquency information to us. We standardised this information where possible, but there may be minor differences between providers’ data. We have considered these differences when developing and using the indicators.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serious delinquency</td>
<td>The account has been 60 days (or more) overdue in the previous 12 months.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistent debt</td>
<td>The average balance of the credit card is 90% of the credit limit over the previous 12 months and interest has been charged.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeated low repayments</td>
<td>The consumer has made eight or more repayments on the account at or below 3% of the credit limit and interest has been charged over the previous 12 months.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Because the indicators for a specific month (e.g. June 2017) are based on data about the consumer’s card(s) during the preceding months, the first month we have an indicator for is in 2013.

For the purposes of our analysis, where several indicators applied to an account or across a consumer’s credit cards, we treated the account or consumer as being in the ‘worse’ state (unless otherwise indicated). We consider severe delinquency to be the worst state, with repeated low repayments the least worst.
The incidence of problematic debt

Finding 1: Credit card debt is a problem for many consumers

We found that 18.5% of consumers satisfied one or more of our problematic debt indicators in June 2017: see Figure 6. Some of these consumers are in actual harm, while others are at greater risk of problems in the future.

We also found that problem debt is not randomly distributed. As outlined in paragraphs 118–125, younger consumers were over-represented in our delinquency indicators, while consumers with multiple cards frequently appeared in indicators, highlighting areas for further work.

Figure 6: Problematic credit card debt, June 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of consumers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Severe delinquency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serious delinquency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistent debt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeated low repayments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

930,335 435,079
178,351 369,997

Note: See paragraphs 114–115 for a description of the data in this figure.

In June 2017 18.5% of consumers, or more than 1.9 million people, satisfied one of the problematic debt indicators. The data indicated:

(a) over 178,000 people were in severe delinquency;
(b) almost 370,000 additional people were in serious delinquency;
(c) around an additional 930,000 people had persistent debt; and
(d) roughly a further 435,000 people made repeated low repayments.

Some consumers satisfied more than one indicator, either for one card, or different indicators for different cards. When we looked at the indicators separately, at June 2017 approximately 1.7% of consumers were in severe delinquency, 5% were in serious delinquency, 10.8% carry persistent debt and 8.5% made repeated low repayments. Just over half of the consumers who made repeated low repayments also satisfied one of the other indicators.

These findings were broadly consistent across the period for which we had data, although the overall level of problematic debt appears to have declined slightly over recent years (from 20% in June 2014).
We are concerned about the amount of problematic debt we found. This represents a substantial amount of consumer harm (or risks of worsening problems in the future).

We considered if problematic debt was more or less common based on certain consumer features, such as:
(a) the number of cards held by the consumer;
(b) the age of the consumer; and
(c) the consumer’s credit provider.

We also considered problematic debt in the context of balance transfers. We found that consumers who transfer balances were over-represented in our problematic debt indicators: see Section C.

**Multiple cards**

Consumers with multiple cards open in the last 12 months were over-represented in every problematic debt indicator at June 2017. The proportion of consumers that satisfied each indicator increased as the number of cards increased. For example, 14.2% of consumers with one card were in problematic debt in June 2017, compared to 31.2% of consumers with three open cards.

The correlation between the number of cards and the proportion of consumers potentially displaying problems was greatest for those making repeated low repayments: 5.4% of consumers with one card satisfied this indicator, compared to 31.8% of consumers with five cards and 42.6% of consumers with six or more cards.

This is not a surprising finding, and may reflect the substantially higher aggregate credit limits of consumers with multiple cards.

**Consumer age**

Younger consumers had a higher overall incidence of problematic debt at June 2017, but also in earlier periods. At June 2017, 21.2% of consumers aged 18–29 satisfied one of our indicators, compared to 10.8% of consumers aged 65 and over.

However, the distribution of consumers across the different indicators varied significantly by age. We found that a greater proportion of young consumers were in delinquency: at June 2017, 3.3% of consumers aged 18–29 were in severe delinquency, compared to 1.7% of the whole population and 0.7% of consumers aged 65 and over. For consumers making repeated low repayments, the distribution was relatively uniform across age categories, with a slightly higher proportion of consumers aged 45–64 in this category.
Credit provider

We found some variation in the incidence of problematic debt based on who provided the credit card. This variation could be driven by many factors, including differences in:

(a) portfolios (e.g. providers with younger portfolios may have higher rates of delinquency);
(b) lending practices; and
(c) providers’ responses to problematic debt.

Changes in problematic debt over time

Finding 2: Some consumers have problems with debt over time, especially persistent debt

Most consumers who had problematic debt in 2013 were not in this state in 2017. However, close to 60% of consumers with persistent debt carry this debt over long periods of time, and almost 50% of consumers who make repeated low repayments continue to do so 12 months later.

To find out how problematic debt changes over time for consumers, we analysed the data we received to identify whether consumers remained in problematic debt, progressed to a worse category of debt or whether their situation improved. We conducted this analysis over the full period for which credit providers gave us data.

Comparison from 2012–13 to 2016–17

Most consumers with problematic debt in June 2013 did not satisfy our indicators in June 2017; however, 24.5% of these consumers did not have an open credit card in the later period. A majority of consumers who still had an open credit card in June 2017—over 890,000 people—were in problematic debt across both periods.

Consumers who were in persistent debt, or making repeated low repayments, were relatively more likely to meet these indicators in both June 2013 and June 2017:

(a) 38.2% of consumers with persistent debt in June 2013 still had persistent debt in June 2017; and
(b) 35.4% of consumers making repeated low repayments were still doing so in June 2017.

Note: These figures include every consumer that satisfied these indicators (even if they also satisfied a ‘worse’ indicator).
Comparison at yearly intervals

We looked at changes over yearly intervals (e.g. June 2016–June 2017). We did this by segmenting consumers based on their status (in problematic debt, not in problematic debt or no open card) in the earlier period, and then determining their status in the later period.

Table 3 shows how the status of consumers’ debt changed from June 2016 to June 2017 (based on the problematic debt indicators for those months). For example, the uppermost left cell in Table 3 indicates that 88.7% of consumers who did not have problematic debt in June 2016 also did not have problematic debt in June 2017.

Note: Problematic debt indicators for a specific time are based on data about that consumers card(s) for the preceding period: see paragraph 110 and Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status in June 2016</th>
<th>No problematic debt (June 2017)</th>
<th>Severe delinquency (June 2017)</th>
<th>Serious delinquency (June 2017)</th>
<th>Persistent debt (June 2017)</th>
<th>Repeated low repayments (June 2017)</th>
<th>No account open (June 2017)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No problematic debt</td>
<td>88.7%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe delinquency</td>
<td>24.4%</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serious delinquency</td>
<td>13.9%</td>
<td>31.2%</td>
<td>12.8%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistent debt</td>
<td>25.1%</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>58.7%</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeated low payments</td>
<td>33.1%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>10.3%</td>
<td>48.2%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No account open</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The key findings from this analysis relate to:
(a) consumers in severe delinquency;
(b) the proportion of consumers who remain in persistent debt and continue to repeatedly make low repayments; and
(c) transitions for consumers who did not have a credit card.
Severe delinquency

As Table 3 shows, most consumers who were in severe delinquency in June 2016 (56%) did not have an open card in June 2017. This transition is unique to this indicator (i.e. consumers with other indicators were much more likely to still have an open card 12 months later) and may reflect a decision by credit providers to cancel these cards to stop further debt being accrued.

Changes in rates of severe delinquency also changed across the period we analysed. Figure 7 shows the transition for consumers who were in severe delinquency from June 2016–June 2017 compared to June 2013–June 2014.

Figure 7: Transitions from severe delinquency, 2013–14 and 2016–17

In earlier periods, a larger proportion of consumers kept their card. Figure 7 shows that 53.7% of consumers who were in severe delinquency in June 2013 kept their card, with 31.7% either in a different state or not in problematic debt in 2014. The proportion of consumers keeping their card and moving to a less severe state has decreased steadily since 2014 to 19.6%, with a corresponding increase in consumers without an open credit card in the later period.

Persistent debt and repeated low repayments

The proportion of consumers that remain in persistent debt over time was largely unchanged during the period we analysed. This proportion was 57.9% from June 2013–June 2014 and 58.7% from June 2016–June 2017.

Similarly, the proportion of consumers that continue to make repeated low repayments has not changed, being 48.3% for June 2013–June 2014 and 48.2% for June 2016–June 2017.

This suggests a relative lack of focus by credit providers on measures to help consumers with persistent debt or who make repeated low repayments: see paragraphs 166–189. These findings also indicate that more can be done to help these consumers.
Transitions for consumers who did not have a credit card

A greater proportion of consumers who did not have a credit card in June 2016 were in delinquency in June 2017 (compared to those who had a card but were not in problematic debt 12 months earlier). We also observed this outcome across earlier periods.

Possible reasons for this outcome include:
(a) younger consumers with their first credit card may experience difficulties (younger consumers were over-represented in our delinquency indicators); and/or
(b) there may be a positive correlation between holding a card and not having problematic debt and a lower risk of future problems (e.g. due to good financial habits or increased financial capability).

By comparison, consumers without a card were unlikely to be in persistent debt or making repeated low repayments 12 months later. This is partly due to the way our indicators work: only consumers who opened the card shortly after the earlier time could satisfy the definitions.

Worsening of debt more generally

Some consumers did move from one state to a worse state in subsequent periods. From June 2016, the following proportion of consumers moved to a ‘worse’ state by June 2017:
(a) 17.2% of consumers making repeated low repayments;
(b) 11% of consumers in persistent debt; and
(c) 13.9% of consumers in serious delinquency.

Compared to other transitions, a relatively large group of consumers moved from serious delinquency into severe delinquency. This may be explained by the similarities between the indicators for these types of problematic debt.

Credit cards that do not suit consumers’ behaviour

Finding 3: Some consumers have credit cards that are not suited to their behaviours or needs

We identified instances where consumers had cards that did not suit their behaviours, particularly high-interest rate cards where interest was charged. There were also consumers who repeatedly exceeded their credit limit. This suggests that some consumers struggle to choose appropriate cards; these concerns have previously been identified and have resulted in some additional regulatory requirements.
One aim of the Senate Inquiry’s recommendations was to empower consumers to better value and compare credit cards and make it easier for them to switch to a product that best suits their needs and circumstances.

The recommendations were informed by evidence that:
(a) consumer decision making was affected by behavioural biases; and
(b) consumers focus more on some features (e.g. balance transfers and rewards programs) compared to other features such as interest rates.

The recommendations were made even though there were requirements included in the Home Loans and Credit Cards Act to allow easier product comparisons and help decision making.

Note: For a discussion of this issue and the Key Facts Sheet, see Section D.

In the United Kingdom, the FCA’s credit card market study found that consumers do not always choose the best credit card for their circumstances. The reasons suggested by the FCA included:
(a) consumers could not effectively compare the different cards available (e.g. they may not know the actual terms they will be offered when they apply for a credit card);
(b) they have given insufficient weight to certain product features; and
(c) their actual card usage differed from what they expected.

Note: See FCA, MS14/6 Credit card market study: Final findings report (July 2016).

We explored whether some consumers had credit cards that are not suited to their actual behaviours. As with problematic debt, this concept does not have a single definition. We explored three scenarios:
(a) High-interest rate cards with interest charges—Consumers who carry debt for a prolonged period on a card with a relatively high interest rate would be better suited to a lower-interest rate card.
(b) Credit limit repeatedly exceeded—Consumers who repeatedly exceed their credit limit may:
   (i) be better suited to a card with a higher limit (if they can afford it), as they will avoid unnecessary fees; or
   (ii) have problems with their debt.

Note: These consumers may also be in persistent debt.
(c) High-annual fee cards with little use—Consumers who have a card with a relatively high annual fee that they do not use very much may be better suited to a card with a lower fee (or, in some cases, no card).
High-interest rate cards with interest charges

We defined a high-interest rate card as a card with a purchase rate of over 20% for three or more months. We looked for accounts where interest was charged for three or more months, to avoid including consumers who were only occasionally charged interest.

Note: We excluded accounts where data issues meant we could not determine whether the card was a high-interest rate card. This affected all accounts of one large provider.

Based on data from July 2016–June 2017, 1.8 million consumers were carrying a balance and being charged interest on a high-interest rate credit card. This represents:

(a) 19% of consumers who we had enough information about; and
(b) 43.2% of consumers who held high-interest rate credit cards during that period.

Over the same period, 3.4 million consumers were charged interest for three or more months on cards that were not high-interest rate cards, representing 52.4% of consumers who held those cards. Even though a greater proportion of consumers who carry balances and are regularly charged interest do so on cards that are not high-interest rate cards, we found a substantial number of consumers who may be better suited to a card with a lower rate.

Note: Some consumers may have interest charges on both types of cards.

As a group, consumers carrying balances on high-interest rate cards could have saved a substantial amount of money if the balance was on a card with a lower rate. Based on the proportion of debt where interest was being charged, we estimate that consumers could have saved at least $621.5 million if they were charged an interest rate of 13%. Many providers offer cards with rates at or around that figure (or lower for some cards).

Note: This estimate only includes accounts where we had enough information to calculate how much debt was being charged interest, and the rate at which interest was being charged. This does not include all the accounts or consumers described in paragraph 151.

Many high-interest rate cards have other features, such as complimentary insurance coverage, rewards programs or other benefits. The extent to which consumers value these features may vary, and some stakeholders consider that these features do not provide value for money for consumers who are being charged interest.

The 19% of consumers who carried a balance and were being charged interest on a high-interest rate card were over-represented in our problematic debt indicators.
Repeatedly exceeding the credit limit

We defined accounts as exceeding their credit limit where the balance was above the credit limit for two or more months over a 12-month period. We found that 10.7% of consumers repeatedly exceeded their credit limit on at least one card from July 2016–June 2017.

Separately to our review, we asked seven credit providers about their policies for allowing cards to exceed their credit limit. Allowing consumers to exceed their credit limit can give them access to credit for emergency purposes, and avoid discontent or embarrassment if transactions are declined that would take them only slightly above their credit limit.

We found that the maximum amount by which a consumer can exceed their credit limit varies considerably depending on the credit provider.

Consumers who are not considered ‘high risk’ can exceed their credit limit by 10–35% depending on the credit provider. Some providers set the upper threshold as either a percentage or a dollar amount, depending on which threshold is reached first. Dollar amount thresholds ranged from $1,000–20,000.

Additionally, we found that:

(a) credit providers do not advise consumers about how much they can exceed their limit by when they enter into the contract;
(b) credit providers do not make inquiries about the consumer’s requirements and objectives for being able to exceed their limit;
(c) a consumer’s ability to afford credit over their limit is typically assessed on an individual transaction basis in real time;
(d) consumers who already exceed their credit limit are often allowed to continue to use their card and go further over that limit; and
(e) only some credit providers allow consumers to opt-out of exceeding their credit limit.

We are concerned that some credit providers allow consumers to access credit substantially above their credit limit, and that the amounts by which the limit may be exceeded are not clearly disclosed. These practices can result in consumer harm by exposing consumers to the risk of financial hardship.

Credit providers should review and where necessary reduce the amounts by which they let their consumers exceed their credit limits in coming months. We will be communicating further with industry about our expectations for practices relating to consumers exceeding their credit limits.

High-annual fee cards with little use

We found very few accounts with a relatively high annual fee where use of the card is low.
What credit providers do

Given our findings about problematic debt and unsuited cards, we asked credit providers about any proactive measures they take to identify these issues (and to contact those consumers).

We also asked about:

(a) prompts to make larger repayments when consumers have made low repayments for an extended period;

(b) the availability and promotion of structured payment plans (which may help address some of the concerns about issues that arise out of the amount of flexibility a credit card can provide and the low minimum payments required); and

(c) reminders about repayments, including overdue repayments.

Proactive measures

Finding 4: Few credit providers take proactive steps to address persistent debt, low repayments or products that are unsuited

Few credit providers have taken proactive measures to address ongoing problems other than delinquency. Consumers who are in persistent debt or repeatedly making low repayments may be profitable; this means there may be limited incentives for providers to act.

Some providers have started to take proactive measures to deal with persistent debt, repeated low repayments and cards that do not suit consumers. Credit providers should implement these types of initiatives, with indicators of potential harm or problems framed to capture an appropriate pool of consumers.

Suitability and hardship

Three credit providers said they proactively monitor their portfolios for cards that do not suit consumers, including one provider that started a pilot program in late 2017. Three other providers have cancelled unused cards or reviewed cards that move into delinquency very soon after they are opened.

The indicators used by the three credit providers vary, but include:

(a) high credit limit use and exceeding the credit limit due to interest charges;

(b) making repayments at or near the contractual minimum for a consecutive number of months;

(c) the way the card is used (e.g. cash advances or payments on payday loans);
(d) being in delinquency;
(e) holding an inactive credit card; and
(f) issues with other products (e.g. financial hardship or delinquency).

We welcome such measures to proactively look for unsuited cards or other issues that indicate consumer harm. However, it is important that indicators (e.g. repayment levels) capture an appropriate degree of harm, rather than targeting only the very worst cases.

One of the three credit providers also wrote to customers affected by a product offering change to encourage them to consider if the card product remained suitable. The letter referred customers to a tailored landing page which provided information about alternative cards based on data analysis on the customer’s account.

**Credit provider contact and alternative product offerings**

Credit providers who proactively look for unsuited cards or other signs of harm generally contacted customers through various means, including text messages, emails, online notifications, letter and phone calls. Providers said the communications generally contained information about behaviours, products and features that may help the customer. Some providers mentioned that contacting customers by phone can be challenging.

Take-up rates of alternative products and services offered during or after these proactive communications are relatively low (frequently below 10%). This may reflect satisfaction with a current card, inertia, or challenges with regulatory requirements. One provider who offered unsecured personal loans to some customers said that most could not satisfy the responsible lending requirements.

We recognise that these issues can be challenging. However, letting customers remain in a product in these circumstances without any intervention creates risks of financial harm.

One provider had a product change where they mailed out replacement cards with more favourable terms and conditions for some customers, such as lower interest rates, annual fees and increased interest free days. Customers with a rewards credit card who did not use the rewards were sent a more suitable low-interest rate product.

This provider said they achieved a 93% activation rate on the new cards. This indicates to us that ensuring the design and features of the current credit contract remain appropriate for the consumer may be a key way to address these issues in some circumstances.
Structured payment plans

Five of the 12 credit providers indicated that they offer structured payment plans to customers who are not in hardship, to help them to reduce their balance or repay a large purchase by instalments.

These plans frequently involve:

(a) a lower interest rate than the purchase rate;
(b) a fixed repayment term of between three and 36 months;
(c) customer selection of the structured payment amount, either a large purchase or part of the customer’s credit card balance; and
(d) a set monthly repayment amount based on the other features of the plan.

Many credit providers promote these plans to their customers. One of the providers proactively contacts customers when they have:

(a) a balance of $200 or more and have repaid their balance in full each month for the previous six months;

Note: In this case, a consumer may be charged more interest on a structured payment plan.

(b) made only a minimum repayment at least nine times in the last 12 months; or

(c) transferred a balance.

Structured payment plans may be able to address some of the risks of poor outcomes that consumers can face because of the flexibility credit cards offer. Credit providers should continue to develop and promote these arrangements, particularly for consumers seeking to reduce their debt or who are experiencing problems based on the information available.

Note: We also found that consumers who make consistent repayments are more successful at repaying a transferred balance: see Section C.

Prompting larger repayments

Nine of the 12 credit providers indicated that they do not proactively contact customers who make repayments at or near the minimum repayment for an extended period to prompt them to make larger repayments.

One provider has an ongoing program to proactively contact customers to prompt them to make larger repayments and reduce their debt. Customers are contacted by phone when monthly minimum repayments have been missed, the account has operated close to its limit for a period, or for other poor conduct. This program has been in place for 25 years.

Two large providers are running pilot programs to test the effectiveness of such proactive strategies, including taking steps to prompt customers to make larger repayments. One program explores product suitability for
customers with one or more characteristics, including minimum repayments and high limit use. As one outcome of this pilot, the provider may prompt customers to make larger repayments on their credit card. The other pilot program is being conducted by a provider in partnership with the Behavioural Economics Team of the Australian Government.

Note: For more information, see the Behavioural Economics Team website.

One credit provider conducted internal analysis, during a pilot, of the effectiveness of proactive contact with customers. Different message types and channels were used to encourage them to repay their outstanding credit card balance. The provider sought to understand whether using words such as ‘debt’ and ‘balance’ in these communications and giving the message a social angle caused a change in repayment behaviour.

Email reminders that encouraged customers to pay more towards their ‘debt’ to avoid paying more interest resulted in the highest number of customers repaying their outstanding balance. SMS reminders that their payment was due the following week were most successful (for this channel) in changing customers’ behaviour to repay their balance. Based on the pilot, the provider is currently developing reminders for all its credit card customers.

**Repayment reminders**

Credit providers have developed comparatively sophisticated ways to remind customers about repayments, including when repayments have been missed. All 12 providers said they notify customers of overdue repayments. The method, timing and frequency of notifications may vary depending on the customer’s credit risk profile, the card and the severity of the delinquency.

Ten of the 12 credit providers indicated that they had analysed the effectiveness of contacting customers who missed repayments. The internal analysis conducted by four providers indicates that contacting customers that have missed a minimum monthly payment by SMS is the most effective method to result in repayments being made.

**Incentives to act**

Generally, credit providers’ proactive measures were more common where there were direct incentives to act. For example, credit providers have less incentive to take proactive action if customers are meeting their contractual requirements even if they have potentially problematic debt in that these customers may be profitable. Some providers do not look for this type of harm until the customer’s issues crystallise into either delinquency or customer-initiated contact (e.g. a request for hardship assistance).

The FCA made similar findings—in particular, providers had few incentives to deal with customers who had persistent levels of debt or who repeatedly made minimum payments as these customers are profitable; most providers
did not routinely intervene to address this behaviour. The following case study outlines some of the changes the FCA has made to its rulebook to address issues with problematic debt being carried over time.

**Case study: Remedies for problematic debt (FCA)**

Following their credit card market study, the FCA had significant concerns about the scale, extent and nature of problem credit card debt in the United Kingdom and providers’ limited incentives to reduce this debt.

The FCA used its rulemaking powers to develop remedies to address the issues it identified and put consumers in greater control of their borrowing while keeping the flexibility of credit cards.

Note: ASIC does not have rulemaking powers like those used by the FCA.

The remedies include measures to require proactive action to address persistent debt, which is defined as consumers paying more in interest, fees and charges than they have repaid of the principal over 18 months.

Specifically, the following remedies apply:

- At 18 months, providers must prompt customers in persistent debt to change their repayments if they can afford to and provide information about debt advice services and the implications of repeatedly making low repayments.
- At around 27 months, providers must send a reminder if repayments indicate a customer is still likely to be in persistent debt at 36 months.
- At 36 months, providers need to intervene if a customer remains in persistent debt. Providers must help the customer by proposing ways of repaying more quickly over a reasonable period, usually between three and four years. Examples include transferring the balance on the credit card to a lower-interest personal loan. Where the customer is unable to repay more quickly, the provider must show forbearance such as by reducing, waiving or cancelling any interest or charges. The FCA generally expects providers to suspend the cards of customers that have been shown forbearance, and those who do not respond.

Note: See FCA, **PS18/4 Credit card market study: Persistent debt and earlier intervention—Feedback to CP17/43 and final rules (February 2018).**

Some of the challenges identified by credit providers—including low take-up rates and regulatory requirements—indicate the importance of product design. This is particularly the case for credit cards where there have been issues in choosing cards that suit consumers’ actual behaviours, as well as substantial amounts of problematic debt.

Designing products that suit actual behaviours, and ensuring that the right products are provided to the right consumers, is entirely consistent with:

(a) credit providers’ general obligation to carry on their business efficiently, honestly and fairly; and

(b) a culture of prioritising customers’ interests.
Reactive measures

The National Credit Code provides a framework for varying credit contracts based on financial hardship. All credit providers in our review provide financial hardship assistance to credit card customers in some circumstances.

We asked credit providers about the assistance they provide, including the type and length of assistance, as well as common reasons for hardship. The type of assistance provided generally differed based on the likely length of the hardship and included debt waivers, payment reductions or deferrals, and reductions or waivers of interest and fees.

To determine the type of financial hardship assistance to offer, credit providers generally seek to understand the nature and reasons for the financial hardship, as well as the customer’s financial situation. This work is usually undertaken by a dedicated team, with other customer-facing staff trained to identify signs of hardship and refer customers as appropriate.

Credit providers said the most common reasons identified by consumers for their financial hardship included:
(a) redundancy/unemployment;
(b) reduced income;
(c) illness/injury;
(d) financial over-commitment; and
(e) separation/divorce.

The number of hardship variations is relatively low: in late 2017 around 0.3% of credit card contracts had been varied due to hardship. Credit providers are not required to vary contracts, and in some cases variations may not be an appropriate response to the consumer’s circumstances.

Credit cards and responsible lending

The responsible lending obligations in Ch 3 of the National Credit Act apply to consumer credit cards. The Banking Measures Act has amended these obligations so that, from 1 January 2019, the suitability of a credit card contract must be assessed on a consumer’s ability to repay the maximum credit limit within a period determined by ASIC.

Note: See CP 303 for our proposal to prescribe a period of three years for all credit card contracts.

To inform our work implementing the requirements of the Banking Measures Act, we asked credit providers about their current responsible lending practices, including assumed repayment levels for the proposed new card or limit, assumed repayments on other credit cards, and benchmarks used.
Proposed new credit cards

Almost all credit providers currently assess a consumer’s capacity to meet their financial obligations under a credit card by assuming that the consumer will use the full credit limit and make monthly repayments of a fixed percentage of the credit limit. The most common fixed percentage assumed is 3%, although this varies between providers.

The fixed percentage used by four credit providers is (in most cases) the same as the contractual minimum percentage of the balance owing that consumers are required to repay. That is, these providers check to see if the consumer can afford the minimum repayment if they use the full credit limit.

Generally, credit providers add a small buffer to the highest possible minimum repayment (e.g. assessing whether the consumer could repay 3% of the credit limit a month if the minimum repayment is 2.5%). One provider adds a $10 buffer to the minimum payment assuming the limit is fully used.

One large provider that assumes a fixed percentage of 3% indicated that their current assessments broadly equate to a consumer being able to repay the credit limit within five years. From our modelling, we reached a similar conclusion.

Most credit providers do not vary their assessments based on the features of the products, such as interest rates, annual fees or rewards programs. We note that these features can be highly relevant to whether the proposed card is well-suited to the consumer’s actual behaviour.

Credit cards with other providers

Credit providers ask about other cards the consumer holds. Where these cards are being kept, providers make broadly similar assumptions about the consumer’s repayments on those cards, frequently based on a fixed proportion of the credit limit. A minority of lenders assume repayments equal to the greater of that proportion and another amount, such as a customer-stated repayment or a proportion of the balance.

Assumptions about repayments on the new card and other cards are the same for many credit providers, although at least two providers assume lower levels of repayments on cards provided by others than on their own cards.

For our expectations about assumptions on the levels of repayments on existing cards, see CP 303. We expect providers will also assume that the consumer is making repayments on their other cards that are sufficient to repay the limit of that card in the period we prescribe.
Use of benchmarks in responsible lending assessments

Credit providers gave us information about the benchmarks they use in serviceability assessments.

Note: For guidance on the use of benchmarks, see RG 209.

As set out in RG 209, benchmarks can be a useful tool in the verification process, but are not a replacement for making inquiries about a particular consumer’s current income and expenses, nor a replacement for an assessment based on that consumer’s verified income and expenses.

Most credit providers in our review (eight out of 12) rely in some way on the Household Expenditure Measure (HEM) as a benchmark when doing serviceability assessments. Six of these providers use an adjusted HEM, which takes into account, for example, the consumer’s income. This reflects the reality that consumers on higher incomes generally have higher expenses. Each of the eight credit providers that use HEM (or adjusted HEM) assess serviceability on the greater of either declared living expenses or the relevant benchmark.

Two credit providers verify declared living expenses against the Henderson Poverty Index and use the higher of the two amounts in their assessments.

We are continuing to examine this information, as well as quantitative data we received on income and expenses. This will inform our future work on responsible lending, including any updates to RG 209.

Note: ASIC has commenced civil penalty proceedings in the Federal Court against Westpac Banking Corporation for a number of contraventions of the responsible lending provisions of the National Credit Act: see Media Release (17-048MR) ASIC commences civil penalty proceedings against Westpac for breaching home-loan responsible lending laws (1 March 2017).

ASIC’s expectations and actions

ASIC’s expectations

Based on the findings of our review, we expect credit providers to improve their practices; our views on areas for improvement are set out below.

Issue 1: Credit providers should take proactive steps to address problematic credit card debt and products that do not suit consumers

We are concerned by the amount of problematic credit card debt we found. Although not all consumers with problematic debt will be experiencing harm, some may be in financial difficulty now, while others may be at risk of harm in the future.
We expect credit providers to proactively look for signs of problematic credit card debt. The steps that should be taken vary based on the severity of the problems and how long they have persisted.

By 30 September 2018, ASIC will publish the list of credit providers that have committed to introducing proactive measures to address problematic credit card debt.

### Issue 2: Credit providers should minimise the extra credit provided to consumers who regularly exceed their credit limit

Current practices around allowing consumers to exceed their credit limit vary greatly depending on the provider. We are concerned about the extent to which a small number of credit providers are allowing consumers to exceed their credit limit, as well as the lack of clarity about this practice.

Our view is that credit providers should not ordinarily allow consumers to exceed their credit limits by more than 10%. We expect credit providers to promptly review, and where necessary reduce, the extra credit they allow consumers to access.

### ASIC’s actions

We are taking action to improve practices in relation to responsible lending. We will also be continuing our work on credit cards, including:

(a) public updates around changes made in response to our review; and
(b) follow-up work to track whether the problems we have found are resolved.

### Action 1: Responsible lending practices should be enhanced through the implementation of the recent reforms

Based on the information provided to us, responsible lending assessments for credit cards can be improved.

During our review, the Government amended the National Credit Act to give ASIC the power to prescribe a period for assessing whether a credit card contract or credit limit increase is unsuitable (for the purposes of responsible lending). The aim of this change was to tighten existing obligations to address harms identified by the Senate Inquiry.

We propose to prescribe a period of three years for these assessments: see CP 303. We encourage credit providers to give feedback on our proposal, including our expectations about the assumptions used in assessments.
Action 2: Information on ASIC’s MoneySmart website

We will engage with industry about how they address our findings and expectations, and improve their credit cards and behaviours. By 30 September 2018 we will provide information on our MoneySmart website about credit providers that have committed to develop and introduce proactive measures to address problematic credit card debt and products that do not suit consumers. We may also provide updates on other matters.

Action 3: Follow-up work on credit cards

Our work on credit cards will continue beyond 2018. We will conduct a follow-up review in two years to track:

(a) the amount of problematic credit card debt and number of cards that do not suit consumers (e.g. consumers that repeatedly exceed their limit);

(b) the effect of balance transfers on debt outcomes; and

(c) whether card cancellation rates change.
C  Balance transfers

Key points

The balance transfer ‘debt trap’ risk does exist—that is, a substantial minority of consumers increase their total debt during the balance transfer period. This occurs even though our consumer research indicated that reducing debt is a key consideration when balance transfers are taken out.

Most consumers do not cancel a card after transferring a balance, and the evidence suggests that many consumers continue to use cards after balances are transferred.

Additional measures could help consumers who transfer balances avoid the debt trap risk, including encouraging them to review their cards and promoting structured payment plans.

224 Balance transfers allow consumers to transfer some or all of their credit card balance from one card to another.

225 Many credit providers offer balance transfers where the consumer pays a lower rate of interest (promotional rate) on the transferred amount for a specified period (promotional period). This can give consumers an opportunity to pause or reduce interest charges on an outstanding balance for a period. At the end of the promotional period, interest is charged on any remaining portion of the transferred balance at a higher rate.

Note: Some credit providers also charge a fee for balance transfers, often as a proportion of the balance transferred.

226 Our review focused on balance transfers due to concerns raised by the Senate Inquiry that these transfers can be a potential debt trap for consumers. In their view, consumers risk increasing their total amount of credit card debt if they transfer a balance to a new card to take advantage of an offer but:

(a) fail to pay off the transferred balance in the promotional period;
(b) keep the card the balance was transferred from; and
(c) make new purchases on one or more of the credit cards.

Note: See Senate Economics References Committee, *Interest rates and informed choice in the Australian credit card market* (December 2015) at paragraphs 5.46–5.64.

227 In our review, we explored:

(a) when and how balances are transferred;
(b) why consumers transfer balances; and
(c) whether consumers repay transferred balances and what happens to their total credit card debt during and after the promotional period (i.e. if the ‘debt trap’ risk exists).
Overview of transfers, 2012–17

Finding 5: Balance transfers are more common with certain types of consumers and credit providers

We found that consumers with a higher level of credit card debt across all their cards were more likely to transfer balances. The size of the balances also varied, with younger consumers more likely to transfer smaller balances.

Number of balances transferred

For credit card accounts open in June 2017, just over 1 million had a balance transferred onto them at some stage; this is equivalent to 7.6% of all open accounts. Including cards that were cancelled by June 2017, the total proportion of all cards with a transferred balance at some stage was 8.3%.

The proportion of credit cards with a transferred balance varied by credit provider. Table 4 outlines the number of credit cards open in June 2017 that had received a transferred balance at some stage by lender.

Table 4: Credit cards with a balance transfer, by credit provider

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Credit provider</th>
<th>Number of cards with a transferred balance</th>
<th>Proportion of total market share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Credit provider 1</td>
<td>205,386</td>
<td>19.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit provider 2 (Brand 1)</td>
<td>192,060</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit provider 2 (Brand 2)</td>
<td>165,897</td>
<td>15.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit provider 3</td>
<td>164,774</td>
<td>15.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit provider 4</td>
<td>156,995</td>
<td>14.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit provider 5 (Brand 1)</td>
<td>44,205</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit provider 5 (Brand 2)</td>
<td>41,128</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit provider 6</td>
<td>36,927</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit provider 7</td>
<td>30,301</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit provider 8</td>
<td>29,149</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit provider 9</td>
<td>1,130</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This table reflects data given to us by 10 credit providers. Two providers did not supply data on balance transfers; based on information given to us by those providers, we do not believe that their omission affected our analysis.
Table 4 highlights that some credit providers do not promote balance transfers and represent fewer than 1% of the accounts that received a transferred balance. By comparison, some larger credit providers held between 15% and 20% of all accounts open at June 2017 that had received a transferred balance.

Our data linking exercise suggested that these 1,068,053 credit cards are owned by almost 800,000 people. Approximately 187,000 (23.5%) of these people owned more than one credit card with a transferred balance.

This is largely consistent with our consumer research. Nearly three quarters (72%) of people who completed our survey indicated they were using a balance transfer for the first time.

Table 5 shows the breakdown of these consumers by age (as at 30 June 2017) and the number of cards owned. It indicates that consumers aged 30–49 were more likely than other consumers to own one card or multiple cards with a transferred balance.

Table 5: Consumers with a transferred balance on one or more credit cards, by age

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of cards with a transferred balance</th>
<th>18–29 years</th>
<th>30–49 years</th>
<th>50–64 years</th>
<th>65+ years</th>
<th>Age not specified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>91.7%</td>
<td>88.4%</td>
<td>92.9%</td>
<td>97.7%</td>
<td>97.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 or more</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Amount of money transferred

Based on the data we received, consumers transferred $12.4 billion in balances from 2012 to 2017.

Note: We only requested data on the most recent balance transferred to each card. Approximately 20% of cards have received multiple balance transfers. When these additional transfers are considered, the total balances transferred would increase.

We analysed the size of transferred balances and whether this varied by age of the consumer as at 30 June 2017: see Table 6.
Table 6: Size of transferred balance, by age

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size of transferred balance</th>
<th>Proportion of accounts</th>
<th>18–29 years</th>
<th>30–49 years</th>
<th>50–64 years</th>
<th>65+ years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than $5,000</td>
<td>39.1%</td>
<td>58.3%</td>
<td>37.8%</td>
<td>33.8%</td>
<td>42.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5,000–9,999</td>
<td>35.6%</td>
<td>30.5%</td>
<td>36.9%</td>
<td>35.6%</td>
<td>31.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10,000–20,000</td>
<td>19.6%</td>
<td>8.1%</td>
<td>19.7%</td>
<td>23.6%</td>
<td>20.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than $20,000</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data unavailable</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6 indicates that over half of transferred balances were smaller than $10,000, with the most common amount being between $0 and $4,999. Younger consumers were relatively more likely to transfer a smaller balance, and less likely to transfer a balance over $10,000.

This is largely consistent with our consumer research. 82% of people who completed our survey indicated that their last balance transfer was for less than $10,000, with less than $5,000 being the most frequent amount.

We also looked at whether consumers with higher balances across all their cards conducted a larger proportion of balance transfers. We did this by comparing total balances in June 2017 for all consumers that transferred a balance that month. Table 7 breaks down the 26,300 balances transferred in June 2017 by the total balances of the relevant consumers.

Table 7: Number of consumers who transferred balances in June 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total debt on all credit cards at June 2017</th>
<th>Number of consumers who transferred a balance</th>
<th>Number of consumers with a credit card</th>
<th>Proportion of consumers who transferred a balance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than $5,000</td>
<td>3,928</td>
<td>5,258,651</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5,000–9,999</td>
<td>5,987</td>
<td>1,285,826</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10,000–20,000</td>
<td>7,616</td>
<td>669,060</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than $20,000</td>
<td>8,425</td>
<td>355,419</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data unavailable</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>1,917,805</td>
<td>Less than 0.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our analysis suggests that a greater proportion of balances are transferred by consumers with more credit card debt. Of the balances transferred in June 2017, 32% were transferred by consumers with total balances exceeding $20,000. Those consumers represented 2.4% of all consumers with more than $20,000 in credit card debt.
New cards and existing cards

Balance transfers are frequently offered on ‘new’ cards. This involves consumers opening a new credit card account, and transferring a balance from an existing credit card onto that card (with a promotional rate for a promotional period). The Senate Inquiry received evidence that this is a way for providers to attract new customers and increase market share.

However, consumers with a credit card generally do not have to open a new card to access a balance transfer. All credit providers in our review make balance transfers available to existing customers that meet their criteria.

Each provider has a different set of criteria for transferring a balance to an existing account. Common criteria include minimum spends on their credit card, maximum number of balances transferred in a period, proportion of credit limit used, minimum size of balance transferred, payment to balance ratios, credit rating and history of delinquency.

Not all credit providers promote balance transfers to existing customers. Half of the providers promote balance transfers to existing customers, but limit the customers that receive this information based on criteria. For example, a customer may receive this information if they opt in to receiving promotional material, have been a customer for less than six months and meet the criteria to make a balance transfer.

The data we were given suggests that it is more common for consumers to transfer balances to new cards than existing cards. 68.6% of cards onto which balances were transferred were ‘new’ cards.

Features and promotional terms

The availability of balance transfers varied substantially between providers: see Table 4 and paragraph 231.

The promotional rates and periods offered also varied between providers. Most (79%) of the balance transfers in our dataset had a promotional rate of 0%. This was consistent with some comments in the consumer research about the importance of the ‘interest-free’ period: see paragraph 258.

Almost all balance transfers in our dataset had a promotional period of 24 months or less. The most common periods were six, 12, 15 and 18 months; 60.9% of balance transfers had a promotional period of between 12 and 18 months.
Why consumers use balance transfers

Finding 6: Reducing debt is a key motivation for transferring balances

Our consumer research suggested that reducing the amount of credit card debt was a key reason for transferring balances; this reason was also evident in how transfers were selected, with comparatively more focus on the promotional period (and rate).

Choosing to use a balance transfer

Our consumer research indicated that consumers see balance transfers as a convenient and easy way to manage their credit card debt, and as an opportunity to consolidate debt and ‘take a break’ from interest charges.

The most common reason given by consumers for choosing to transfer a balance was to manage debt that was getting out of hand (43%). Other reasons included making a transfer to manage a one-off expense (22%), due to a change in personal circumstances (20%), receiving unexpected bills (18%) or due to a change in income (15%).

One third (33%) of consumers reported that they made a balance transfer to move debt from an existing credit card with an expired interest-free period. Consumers who had transferred balances before were more likely than others to transfer balances for this reason.

The reasons given during the consumer survey were broadly reflected in the one-on-one interviews. Common reasons given in the interviews included to:

(a) cover a specific expense;
(b) pay back debt incurred due to a change in circumstances (e.g. job loss or illness); and
(c) address ‘debt creep’ and reduce interest charges.

Most people that chose to transfer a balance did not consider alternative debt solutions (59%). Those that did considered personal loans (46%), selling personal belongings (28%), asking to borrow from others (23%), payday loans (22%) or mortgage extensions (17%).

Selecting a balance transfer

Consumers reported varying degrees of research into balance transfers before selecting a credit provider. Consumer research undertaken by another party suggests that 29% of consumers were not actively looking for a balance transfer when they were offered one and decided to take it up. For some, it was a ‘spur of the moment’ decision.
One consumer, whose promotional period had finished, explained why they accepted a balance transfer offer:

‘I have seen advertisements for balance transfer cards on the television and heard about them on the radio. I also received a letter in the mail from my bank … I was not looking for balance transfer, however, when I looked at the savings I would receive I decided to take advantage of the offer. I had been hearing of balance transfer cards for a number of years but when I received the letter in the mail, I applied that day to transfer existing debt.’

Other consumers said that they had done a substantial amount of research, comparing offers from different providers, sometimes using third-party websites to make the comparisons easier.

Where consumers do research, the consumer survey indicated that the most commonly evaluated feature was the length of the interest-free period. Fees (including transfer fees) and interest rates after the end of the promotional period were considered less frequently. This aligned with what consumers told us during one-on-one interviews, where many people highlighted the importance of the promotional period (and, implicitly, the promotional rate).

One consumer, who had transferred multiple balances and whose promotional period had ended, stated:

‘The only feature that was important to me on the balance transfer card was the period that was interest free. The interest rate did not interest me as I plan to pay off before the interest is activated.’

Another consumer who had transferred multiple balances and whose promotional period was still going, said:

‘The most recent time I applied for a [balance transfer] I did a Google search with different banks. The only differences I noticed were the length of interest free period which was offered, along with the annual fees. What mattered to me was the length of interest free offered. I had a substantial figure which I needed longer time to pay off.’

Debt outcomes and balance transfers

Finding 7: A substantial minority of consumers increase their debt during the balance transfer promotional period

While many consumers either reduced their debt or kept it relatively stable after a balance transfer, a substantial minority of consumers do not. As reducing debt appears to be a key reason for transferring balances, this suggests that there is a ‘debt trap’ risk for some people.

We looked at how total credit card debt changed before and after a balance transfer for consumers who had transferred balances only once from July 2012 to June 2017 and those who had transferred balances multiple times.
Consumers who transferred one balance

Total debt

To see how a consumer’s credit card debt changed before and after a balance transfer, we compared the total balance across all the consumer’s cards: see Figure 8. This was calculated from the first month the transferred amount appeared on the relevant card (or, if a large portion had been repaid immediately, from the third month) to two months after the promotional period ended.

Note: This analysis was completed where all necessary data was provided. We excluded cards where transfer date, amount and promotional period were not available and cards where the promotional period had not yet ended.

Figure 8: Debt change for consumers who transferred one balance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proportion of consumers</th>
<th>Proportion of consumers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>More than 50% increase</td>
<td>15.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–50% increase</td>
<td>15.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 10% increase</td>
<td>15.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and 10% reduction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–49% reduction</td>
<td>21.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–79% reduction</td>
<td>12.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80–99% reduction</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100% reduction</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: See paragraphs 264–265 for a description of the trends in this figure.

Based on the data we received, 53.1% of consumers reduced their total credit card debt by 10% or more, including 8% of consumers who reduced the debt by 100% and a further 11% who reduced the debt by 80% or more.

For a substantial minority of consumers (31.6%), their total credit card debt increased by 10% or more during the promotional period. Of particular concern is the 15.7% of consumers whose credit card debt increased by more than 50%. This reinforces the Senate Inquiry recommendations about engaging with consumers who are not repaying a balance and ensuring consumers have access to consumer-tested reminders about the end of promotional period.
Debt on the balance transfer card

266 We also conducted this analysis looking just at the card onto which the balance was transferred. The results were similar, although when the balance transfer card is considered in isolation, the reduction in debt is greater: 59.8% of consumers reduced the debt on that card by 10% or more, with 21.4% increasing the debt on that card by 10% or more.

267 When looking at the balance transfer card, consumers with a smaller starting balance were more likely to experience large proportional increases in credit card debt. For example, 24.5% of consumers with a balance transfer amount of less than $2,000 increased their debt by 50% or more, compared to 2.9% of consumers with a balance transfer amount of $10,000 to $20,000. Similarly, consumers who transferred less than $2,000 were less likely to decrease the debt by 10% or more: 45.7% did this, compared to 68.9% of consumers with a balance transfer amount of $10,000 to $20,000. These results could be partially explained by the different sizes of transferred balances.

268 We also looked at whether the change in debt levels varied based on credit provider. There were variations, although we cannot be sure if these are due to different practices or differences in the providers’ offers or customers. For example, one provider with relatively more consumers who increased their debt by 10% or more (39.7%), and correspondingly relatively fewer consumers who decreased their debt by 10% or more (37.6%).

Note: See paragraph 266 for statistics for all credit providers who provided data.

270 Based on other information we received, we believe that this variation could be explained by differences in the balance transfer terms and nature of those providers’ customers.

271 One credit provider has started promoting structured payment services to help consumers repay a transferred balance, and another has advised they will offer these services soon: see paragraphs 177–180. However, these services started too recently for us to analyse their effectiveness.

Consumers who transferred more than one balance

272 We repeated the analysis described in paragraph 263 for consumers who had transferred more than one balance. We did this to see whether consumers who transferred multiple balances had:

(a) different debt outcomes generally compared to consumers who transferred a balance once; or
(b) different outcomes for different balances (e.g. whether outcomes improved with later transfers).
We did this analysis where sufficient information was available, looking at each balance transfer in isolation (i.e. by comparing total debt levels before and after each balance transfer).

In general terms, consumers who transferred more than one balance were less likely to reduce their total credit card debt and more likely to increase their total credit card debt during promotional periods (compared to those who transferred one balance). Figure 9 shows how the outcomes for consumers who transferred more than one balances changed with each transfer.

**Figure 9: Debt change for consumers who transferred multiple balances**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Third most recent transfer</th>
<th>Second most recent transfer</th>
<th>Most recent transfer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>More than 50% increase</td>
<td>23.6%</td>
<td>14.7%</td>
<td>26.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–50% increase</td>
<td>22.7%</td>
<td>18.8%</td>
<td>20.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 10% increase and 10% reduction</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>14.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–49% reduction</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
<td>24.2%</td>
<td>23.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–79% reduction</td>
<td>8.2%</td>
<td>10.4%</td>
<td>14.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80% or more reduction</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
<td>13.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: See paragraphs 275–276 for a description of the trends in this figure.

Figure 9 suggests that consumers achieved relatively better outcomes on later balance transfers. On the most recent balance transfer, 33.5% increased their debt by 10% or more and 52.1% decreased their debt by 10% or more. These results are close to, but slightly worse than, the outcomes for consumers who only transferred one balance.

By comparison, on the previous balance transfer, 44.4% increased their debt by 10% or more and 40.6% decreased their debt by 10% or more. For consumers where data for three balance transfers was available, those outcomes were worse again on the earliest transfer.
We compared how these consumers’ debt changed during their latest balance transfer and their most recent previous one. 47% of consumers achieved a ‘better’ outcome, either because they reduced more of their debt on the latest transfer than they had on their previous transfer, or because their debt increased less. 25% of these consumers achieved a worse outcome.

Consumers with problematic debt

Finding 8: Consumers who transfer balances are over-represented in each of the problematic debt indicators

Consumers with at least one balance transfer in the last five years were over-represented in each of the problematic debt indicators: see Table 8.

We looked to see if consumers who had transferred a balance were over-represented in the problematic debt indicators in June 2017. We did this analysis for cards that were capable of meeting the problematic debt indicators (i.e. for cards that were open in 2016–17).

Note: See paragraph 110 and Table 2 for details of these indicators.

Table 8: Consumers with problematic debt indicators for accounts open July 2016–June 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of cards with a balance transfer</th>
<th>Problematic debt</th>
<th>Severe delinquency</th>
<th>Serious delinquency</th>
<th>Persistent debt</th>
<th>Repeated low repayments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>16.8%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
<td>9.8%</td>
<td>7.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>34.1%</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>8.9%</td>
<td>19.9%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 or more</td>
<td>36.1%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>18.5%</td>
<td>24.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>18.5%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10.8%</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Some consumers may satisfy more than one problematic debt indicator. Those consumers are only counted once in the overall ‘problematic debt’ percentage.

Consumers who had one card with a balance transfer were almost twice as likely to be in either severe delinquency, serious delinquency or persistent debt compared to consumers who had not transferred a balance, and over two and a half times as likely to be making repeated low repayments.

There may be some consumers with transferred balances who are in persistent debt or making repeated low repayments, but who are not having difficulty managing their debt. For example, some consumers may be able to afford to repay a large transferred balance in full, but are choosing to repay slowly to maximise the effect of a 0% promotional rate.

Even with these scenarios, our analysis suggests that consumers who transfer balances show an increased propensity for problematic debt. This is consistent with consumer research, where consumers stated that balances were often being transferred in response to difficulties with debt.
Repayments and reminders

Finding 9: Consistent repayments may help consumers who transfer balances to reduce their debt, but credit providers can do more

Making consistent repayments during the promotional period may help consumers to repay a transferred balance.

To that end, appropriate structured payment plans may make it easier for consumers to repay what they can afford during the promotional period: see Section B. We encourage credit providers who offer balance transfers to make these and other tools available to their customers with additional measures to support consumers who are transferring balances.

Consumer behaviour

Due to our findings about how debt levels change during a balance transfer, we also looked at common repayment behaviour.

Our consumer research suggests that consumers took different approaches to repaying transferred balances. One group of consumers appeared to have a clear plan or schedule for repaying the debt, whereas others displayed a more laidback attitude (and were less likely to have a plan) and more likely to see a balance transfer as a pause or break from debt than a debt elimination tool.

One consumer, whose promotional period was continuing, stated:

‘I took the amount of the debt and divided it by 24 months and worked out what would need to be transferred on an automatic transfer each week. If I could afford extra I would (pay more) but there is no money left over to pay any more off the debt.’

We looked at whether consumers who showed evidence of ‘having a plan’ were more likely to repay the balance. This is a subjective concept. Given the range of potential plans, our consumer research and tools providers are starting to offer, we focused on consumers who made comparatively consistent monthly repayments at a rate intended to repay the balance by the end of the promotional period.

To determine what constitutes a consistent repayment, we created a band based on amounts needed to repay the debt from two months before to two months after the end of promotional period. For example, for a transferred balance of $3,000 with a promotional period of nine months:

(a) the upper end of the band is $3000 / (9–2) = $428.57; and
(b) the lower end of the band is $3000 / (9+2) = $272.73.

We considered that consumers were making consistent repayments if they repaid an amount in this band for 50% (rounded down) of the promotional period: see Table 9 for our findings on consumers with one balance transfer.
Table 9: Effect of consistent repayments on account balance, one balance transfer only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Account balance on credit card with balance transfer</th>
<th>Proportion of total population</th>
<th>Consistent repayments</th>
<th>No consistent repayments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80% or more reduction</td>
<td>27.4%</td>
<td>45.9%</td>
<td>26.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–79% reduction</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–49% reduction</td>
<td>22.4%</td>
<td>12.6%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 10% reduction and 10% increase</td>
<td>18.9%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>19.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–50% increase</td>
<td>11.8%</td>
<td>9.1%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 50% increase</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of consumers</td>
<td>346,994</td>
<td>22,019</td>
<td>324,975</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

291 Only a small number (6.4%) of consumers made consistent repayments of this type. However, 45.9% of these consumers reduced their balance by 80% or more compared to 27.4% of all consumers.

292 We conducted similar analysis for consumers who transferred multiple balances. The results of this analysis were similar, both in terms of the proportion of consumers making consistent repayments, as well as the increased likelihood for the balance to be substantially repaid.

293 We consider that making consistent repayments for a substantial amount of the promotional period can help consumers to repay a transferred balance. However, we note that some consumers might not be able to afford to repay a balance within the promotional period.

294 More generally, our consumer research indicated that consumers thought they met their initial intentions only part of the time, including for repayment of the transferred balance.

295 To that end, appropriate structured payment plans may make it easier for consumers to repay what they can afford and may help those consumers to reduce their debt during the promotional period.

**Credit providers’ tools and services**

296 Given our findings about debt outcomes and repayments, we sought to understand what tools are made available to consumers who transfer balances to help them repay their debt. Our view is that credit providers can assist consumers who transfer balances to achieve a better debt outcome by developing and providing tools.
297 We were also informed by the recommendations of the Senate Inquiry. In response to concerns about debt trap risk, the Senate Inquiry recommended that credit providers tell consumers when the promotional period is about to end and actively engage with consumers who have not repaid the transferred balance. More generally, it also made recommendations about contacting consumers who had made minimum payments for a substantial period.

298 To understand current practice, we asked credit providers about:

(a) services they proactively promote to consumers who transfer balances to help them repay their debt; and

(b) reminders consumers receive about the end of the promotional period.

*Prompting consumers to make larger repayments*

299 Three credit providers told us they take proactive steps to prompt consumers to increase repayments to repay more of their outstanding balance after making a balance transfer:

(a) One provider has an established program of phoning consumers who make low repayments over a six-month period to discuss debt reduction and increased repayments.

(b) Another provider prompts consumers who make a balance transfer about structuring repayments into fixed instalments using a self-service tool that is available online.

(c) The third provider has taken proactive steps to contact groups of consumers for pilot programs relating to product suitability and the effectiveness of different communication channels.

300 A few other providers also indicated that they made their consumers aware of automatic repayment options using direct debt.

301 We support the view of the Senate Inquiry and recommend that lenders should proactively prompt consumers with balance transfers to make larger repayments. This can be achieved by developing tools to prompt consumers to make regular larger repayments and/or identifying groups of consumers for targeted communications prompting larger repayments.

*Reminders for consumers towards the end of the promotional period*

302 Half of the credit providers that offer balance transfers with a promotional rate take proactive steps to remind consumers with an outstanding debt that the promotional period is about to end. Reminders are given using channels such as monthly statements, emails, letters and SMS.

303 Information is most frequently provided on the monthly statement. Effective notifications include the promotional rate, promotional period and the end date. An additional reminder is often provided in the month before the promotional period ends.
Despite prompts from the Senate Inquiry, many consumers do not receive any reminders. This exposes consumers to the risk that the balance transferred to their credit card may not be repaid and be subjected to interest charged at a much higher rate (sometimes the cash advance rate).

We support the Senate Inquiry recommendation that credit providers offering balance transfers with promotional interest rates should take proactive steps to notify consumers about the end of the promotional period.

Cancelling and using cards

Finding 10: Most consumers do not cancel cards after transferring balances

Based on our data linking exercise, more than 63% of consumers did not cancel a credit card after transferring a balance: see Table 10.

Failure to cancel cards

We explored whether people who transferred balances cancelled one or more cards within six months of the transfer. Stakeholder feedback highlighted challenges consumers have faced in cancelling cards and concerns were also expressed during the Senate Inquiry that holding onto several cards when balances are transferred can be part of the debt trap risk.

Note: See Table 1 for new requirements in the Banking Measures Act intended to make it easier to cancel cards.

Table 10: Proportion of balance transfer consumers who cancel a card

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cancelled cards</th>
<th>Proportion of consumers</th>
<th>1st transfer</th>
<th>2nd transfer</th>
<th>3rd transfer</th>
<th>4th transfer</th>
<th>5th or more transfer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No cards cancelled</td>
<td>63.2%</td>
<td>64.9%</td>
<td>61.1%</td>
<td>58.4%</td>
<td>55.3%</td>
<td>50.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before or less than 1 month after transfer</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>12.1%</td>
<td>12.1%</td>
<td>14.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 month after transfer</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 months after transfer</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 months after transfer</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 months after transfer</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancelled cards</td>
<td>Proportion of consumers</td>
<td>1st transfer</td>
<td>2nd transfer</td>
<td>3rd transfer</td>
<td>4th transfer</td>
<td>5th or more transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 months after transfer</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 months after transfer</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 6 months</td>
<td>7.8%</td>
<td>6.9%</td>
<td>9.2%</td>
<td>10.7%</td>
<td>11.7%</td>
<td>12.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of consumers</td>
<td>490,828</td>
<td>339,230</td>
<td>99,989</td>
<td>32,422</td>
<td>11,331</td>
<td>7,856</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This analysis only includes consumers where we had information about another card that could have been cancelled. For some consumers, we did not have information about another card (i.e. because the credit provider of that card was not part of our review, or because our data linking exercise did not link their cards). When these consumers are included in the analysis, the proportion of consumers who did not cancel a card increases.

As noted above, over 63% of consumers did not cancel a credit card after transferring a balance. Consumers are most likely to cancel cards shortly after a balance is transferred; card cancellation rates steadily decline over the following six months. Consumers transferring second or subsequent balances are more likely to close cards. Even so, slightly over half (50.5%) of consumers transferring their fifth balance do not close a card.

Our analysis produced different results to our consumer research in this area. Most consumers who participated in our survey said they cancelled at least one card. Of consumers who kept cards, the reasons given included emergency use (33%), day-to-day use (27%), to earn points or rewards (25%), did not bother to cancel (16%) or cancelling was too hard (11%). Approximately 25% of these consumers said they had a balance on other cards, suggesting that they had not consolidated all their debt.

By cancelling cards when new ones are taken out, consumers can reduce the risk of going further into credit card debt. If the original card is not cancelled, the consumer will have a higher cumulative credit limit and the possibility of accumulating a larger debt over time. Some people who took part in our consumer research said this had happened to them.

The high proportion of consumers who do not cancel a card after a balance transfer may be exacerbating the risks of overall debt levels increasing over time. In addition to the new requirements in the Banking Measures Act, further proactive measures could include:

(a) encouraging consumers to review their credit card holdings when they transfer a balance; and

(b) promoting use of transfers in a way that is consistent with debt consolidation and reduction.
Two smaller providers said they take steps to prompt consumers to cancel old credit cards after making a balance transfer. One of these providers offers to help cancel the old credit card if the balance is transferred when the new card is opened. The other may require evidence from the consumer that they have cancelled the credit card the balance has been transferred from.

We think there is scope for credit providers to take proactive steps to prompt consumers to cancel old credit card accounts when the balance is transferred to a new card to reduce the risk of the consumer accumulating additional debt on the old card after making a balance transfer.

Use of cards with transferred balances

Finding 11: Many consumers use their credit cards after transferring balances

Because of our findings about debt trap risk, we also looked at the extent to which consumers used their new cards after transferring balances. We found that a significant proportion of consumers continue to use their card after transferring a balance, and evidence that some continue to use multiple cards.

Based on the data we had, we focused on consumers that had transferred one balance onto a new card with a promotional rate of 0%. For these cards, we considered that interest charges on the card with the transferred balance were likely to be indicative of use of that card.

Note: Another possible explanation for interest charges on these cards is missed payments.

Very occasional or accidental use of these cards may result in small interest charges. We expect that many interest charges will be small, because for cards opened after July 2012, the National Credit Act requires repayments to be allocated to higher-cost debt first. For that reason, additional purchases are likely to be repaid before a transferred balance with a promotional rate. As a result, when looking at card use, we also included a threshold of $5 in interest charges per month in one or more months.

Note: For our findings on the effectiveness of these provisions, see Section D.

The card with the transferred balance

We found that a majority of consumers (53.8%) used the credit card with the transferred balance. This included 21.8% of consumers with interest charges exceeding $5 in less than six months of the promotional period, and 32.1% with interest charges in six or more months. When we lowered the threshold to $1, we found that 63.8% of consumers had used the card with the transferred balance.

This was broadly in line with our consumer research. Of people who completed our survey, 65% told us that they had made additional purchases on the card. Some people who took part in one-on-one interviews indicated that this was affecting their ability to pay down the debt.
One consumer whose promotional period was still going, said:

‘My plan was to pay it off during the interest free period. This is not going to plan because I keep using it to buy things. My debt is less than when I started but by 6 months in I was hoping to have it nearly all paid off.’

We also looked at the correlation between using this card and changes in the debt on that card during the promotional period. Table 11 shows how the balance on the card changed for consumers who did (and did not) use the card during the promotional period.

Table 11: Difference in account balance at the end of the promotional period, depending on additional use (with $5 interest charges as an indicator of use)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change to account balance on credit card with balance transfer</th>
<th>No additional use of card</th>
<th>Additional use in 1–5 months</th>
<th>Additional use in 6+ months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80% or more reduction</td>
<td>43.6%</td>
<td>23.9%</td>
<td>12.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–79% reduction</td>
<td>12.7%</td>
<td>10.2%</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–49% reduction</td>
<td>30.3%</td>
<td>21.1%</td>
<td>12.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 10% reduction and 10% increase</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
<td>26.5%</td>
<td>28.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–50% increase</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
<td>22.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 50% increase</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
<td>18.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of consumers</td>
<td>85,900</td>
<td>40,432</td>
<td>59,589</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Consumers who used their cards during the promotional period were substantially less likely to reduce the debt, and more likely to increase the total amount owing. This was particularly true for consumers with interest charges exceeding $5 in six or more months (indicating heavier card use).

Use of new and old credit cards

We looked at whether consumers who transferred a balance to a new card used both their old and new cards during the promotional period. To do this we used the same subset of consumers in Table 11 (i.e. consumers who opened one credit card with a 0% balance transfer over the five years) to see if consumers who transfer a balance to a new credit card and have a card other than the new card continued to spend on their old card during the promotional period.

Note: We used the same definition of card use as for the card with the balance transfer. To identify card use on a different card, we looked to see if the account balance increased from one month to the next during the promotional period.

Of consumers who kept other cards open, 48.7% used the new card and other cards, 45.9% used only the other cards, and 2.8% used only the new card. Consumers who did not cancel a card and used both their old and new cards were more likely to increase their total debt during the promotional period.
ASIC’s expectations and actions

Our data analysis indicates that the ‘debt trap’ risk for balance transfers does exist. As identified in the Senate Inquiry, most consumers seem to have positive outcomes, reducing their debt during the promotional period. However, a substantial proportion of consumers increase the amount they owe after transferring their balance, and consumers who transfer balances were over-represented in our problematic debt indicators.

In general terms, increasing debt levels appear to correlate with continued use of the previous credit card. This may be in part be due to low levels of card cancellation (even though many consumers take out a balance transfer to reduce or consolidate their debt).

Our analysis also suggests that using cards with transferred balances is relatively common, even where consumers keep other cards. There was correlation between use of this card and increasing debt levels, particularly for repeated use.

Some evidence, both from the data analysis and consumer research, suggests that more structured repayment plans may help consumers who are seeking to reduce debt. Some providers now offer these types of arrangements, but more can be done. We encourage all providers to proactively consider how they can help consumers to reduce their credit card debt, including through active analysis and engagement.

ASIC’s expectations

Based on the findings of our review, we expect improvements to current practices.

Issue 3: Credit providers should take proactive steps to help consumers pay down their balance transfers

Credit providers should tell consumers when the promotional period for a transfer is ending. Under the new Banking Code of Practice, credit providers that are members of the ABA will be required to provide 30 days’ notice before the promotional period ends. We will contact credit providers that are not members of the ABA and request that they make a similar commitment.

Consistent with Issue 1, we consider that providers should also:

(a) proactively look for and engage with consumers who are not reducing a transferred balance as the promotional period continues; and

(b) actively promote structured payment arrangements to help consumers steadily pay down transferred balances where they wish to do so.
In this regard, we note the Senate Inquiry recommendation about engaging
with consumers who have not reduced their balance during the promotional
period. We look forward to working with credit providers as they seek to
explore and develop their approach to improving consumer outcomes,
including for consumers who transfer balances.

**Issue 4: Credit providers should encourage consumers to review the
credit cards they hold when they transfer a balance**

The proportion of consumers that do not cancel an old card after a balance
transfer may be increasing the risk of higher total debt levels over time.

The Government has amended the National Credit Act to make it easier for
consumers to cancel credit cards. There is scope for additional measures to
encourage consumers to use balance transfers in a way that is consistent with
switching or debt repayment. We note that any measures may require
consumer testing.

**Issue 5: Balance transfer offers should be designed to take into
account additional spending**

Some consumers make purchases on credit cards with transferred balances
that are benefitting from a 0% promotional rate. In these circumstances, new
purchases generally do not receive the benefit of an interest-free period
unless the consumer pays off the closing balance in full, including the
transferred balance on which interest is not charged.

We consider that there is scope for fairer outcomes in this (and similar)
contexts. This could include excluding balances with a 0% promotional rate
from the amount that needs to be repaid for an interest-free period to apply.

**ASIC’s actions**

As outlined in Section B, we will also continue our work on credit cards and
follow up to see if the problems we have found are addressed.

For balance transfers, we will provide information on our MoneySmart
website about credit providers that are:

(a) are taking fair approaches to additional purchases on balance transfers;
and

(b) failing to provide notice to consumers before promotional periods end.

Note: See paragraph 222 for full details of this action.
D Effectiveness of key reforms

Key points

Additional regulatory requirements were introduced on 1 July 2012 to help consumers make informed decisions when choosing credit cards and making repayments. They also made the allocation of repayments consistent across credit card providers.

We considered the effectiveness of some of these requirements—the Key Facts Sheet, allocation of repayments and the minimum repayment warning—to inform any future changes to the regulation of credit cards.

Why additional requirements apply

338 The National Credit Act includes requirements specifically for credit cards: see paragraph 85.

339 The reason for these requirements—in addition to the general requirements that apply to all consumer credit contracts—were outlined in the Explanatory Memorandum to the Home Loans and Credit Cards Act:

(a) consumers are only required to make repayments on credit card debt calculated at a low percentage of the outstanding balance, and can carry large balances for a significant period at relatively high interest rates;

(b) there is low visibility of the effect of differences in features between credit cards; and

(c) credit cards are long term contracts in which the credit provider may, over time, change the terms of the contract and the obligations of the consumer resulting in significant changes to the original terms, and which can affect the matters described above.

340 Additionally, the long-term nature of credit card contracts can mean that the consumer’s circumstances, needs and usage of their card may change significantly during the life of the product. In this way credit cards are different from other credit products where funds are provided and then repaid across a specified term.

341 In broad terms, these reasons reflect potential issues identified by the Senate Inquiry, such as:

(a) the challenges consumers face in selecting a card that is suited to their actual behaviours and objectives; and

(b) the risk of the nature of credit card products and behavioural biases meaning consumers carry large balances for a significant period.
As part of our review, we looked at the effectiveness of three reforms introduced by the Home Loans and Credit Cards Act:

(a) the Key Facts Sheet;
(b) the way repayments must be allocated; and
(c) the minimum repayment warning.

We chose these reforms because they:

(a) have not been reviewed since 2012 and sufficient time has passed to consider whether they have helped to address the relevant issues; and
(b) are intended to address risks of poor product selection and low repayments, which may help inform any further reforms arising from the Senate Inquiry recommendations (see paragraph 4.9 of the Explanatory Memorandum to the Banking Measures Act) and our review.

The Key Facts Sheet

A Key Facts Sheet is a single sheet of information about a credit card contract, in a format prescribed by the National Credit Regulations. It contains information about:

(a) the minimum credit amount;
(b) minimum repayments (or how those repayments will be calculated);
(c) the interest rate that applies to purchases, cash advances, promotional period and balance transfers;
(d) the length of any interest-free period; and
(e) any annual and late payment fees.

The Explanatory Memorandum to the Home Loans and Credit Cards Act states that the intention of the Key Facts Sheet is to:

(a) provide the consumer with key information in an accessible form to help them in deciding whether to enter into a particular credit card contract with the particular credit provider;
(b) allow consumers to compare different credit cards more easily by providing information in a standardised form;
(c) allow consumers to have a better understanding of how to use their credit cards more efficiently to minimise the amount they pay in fees and interest; and
(d) help consumers more easily adapt their behaviour to minimise costs or move to another card more suited to their spending habits.

This intention reflects challenges associated with selecting a credit card that is suited to the consumer’s actual behaviours. In particular, behavioural biases may affect product selection and use, causing consumers to select
products with features that are not well suited to their behaviours and that result in additional costs.

Note: For a discussion of behavioural biases that may affect how consumers select and use credit cards, see ASIC’s submission to the Senate Inquiry at paragraphs 35–44 (PDF, 131 KB).

We found evidence of consumers with credit cards that do not suit their behaviours: see paragraphs 149–163.

These challenges have been identified in other contexts. The Senate Inquiry made three recommendations in part designed to improve ‘how consumers might be empowered to better value and compare credit cards and switch to a product that best suits their needs and circumstances’: see the Senate Inquiry final report at paragraph 1.11.

In the United Kingdom, the FCA also found that consumers do not always choose the best credit card for their circumstances: see paragraph 148.

As part of our review, we considered the extent to which Key Facts Sheets are likely to have influenced consumer behaviour and addressed challenges associated with product selection. To do this, we looked at:

(a) what tools the credit providers in our review generally use to help consumers select credit card products;

(b) the form and accessibility of the Key Facts Sheets prepared by these providers; and

(c) how frequently they are downloaded.

Finding 12: Tools are generally available to help consumers choose cards, including interactive or ‘needs first’ tools

All credit providers make tools available for consumers for at least some of the credit cards they offer. The number, complexity and comprehensiveness of these tools varies between providers; some only have product-specific webpages while others have a range of tools and information.

Almost all credit providers offered some form of static, side-by-side comparison tool with information about cards they provide, often in a table format. Where available, these tools were generally prominently located on providers’ websites and in addition to the required Key Facts Sheet.

Some credit providers also offered interactive tools. These tools generally ask consumers which features they value most highly (e.g. rewards points, a low annual fee, or the ability to transfer balances) and then recommend one or more products based on their answers. Some interactive tools were based on responses about the consumer’s intended use of the card.

Where credit providers had information about how often their online tools had been accessed, this data generally suggested that webpages with static tools were visited more often than webpages with interactive tools.
We support the development of tools to help consumers choose appropriate 
credit card products. We think these tools should be available early in the 
decision-making process, as information provided after a decision has been 
made will not help consumers compare and select a credit card. The tools 
described above were available before the application process.

We also think that appropriately designed and tested interactive tools that 
allow product comparisons while taking into account behavioural biases that 
can result in consumers choosing products that do not suit their needs may 
have an important role to play in this regard. As noted by the Senate Inquiry, 
the development of tools that can use data about a consumer’s behaviours 
would be particularly powerful.

Note: The Government has accepted the recommendations of the Independent Review 
into Open Banking and that regime will apply to credit card data: see Treasury, 
Government response to the Open Banking review (9 May 2018).

Finding 13: Many Key Facts Sheets include information about multiple 
products

Credit providers can prepare a Key Facts Sheet that contains information 
about more than one credit card product in a table format. 11 credit providers 
told us that they prepare Key Facts Sheets in this way on at least some 
occasions. Different versions of Key Facts Sheets are available through 
different channels for different product classes or at different times.

We consider that Key Facts Sheets with information about several products 
can make it easier for consumers to compare products. We encourage credit 
providers to develop these types of Key Facts Sheets, especially for use by 
consumers before they choose to apply for a particular card.

Finding 14: Many consumers are not using the Key Facts Sheet when 
choosing a credit card

Five credit providers gave us data about the number of times their Key Facts 
Sheets had been accessed online in 2016–17. We compared that data to the 
number of successful online credit card applications during the same period.

We found:

(a) for three of those providers, the number of downloads was between 
3.5% and 16% of the number of successful online applications;

Note: This analysis does not include one brand of one credit provider due to data issues.

(b) for one provider, the number of downloads was between 27% and 41% 
of the number of successful online applications; and

(c) for one provider, the number of downloads exceeded the number of 
successful online applications.
This does not mean that these proportions of applicants looked at a Key Facts Sheet. In some situations, a Key Facts Sheet may have been downloaded multiple times by the same person, or by a person whose application for a credit card was rejected. However, the data does suggest that many consumers may not have engaged with the Key Facts Sheet when applying for their credit card.

How repayments are allocated

The Home Loans and Credit Cards Act introduced requirements about how repayments must be applied to amounts owing on credit cards. For credit card contracts entered into from 1 July 2012, repayments must be allocated:

(a) first, to amounts requested by the consumer;
(b) second, to any remaining amount of the closing balance of the most recent account statement, with amounts subject to higher interest rates repaid first; and
(c) third, in accordance with the credit card contract.

Note: This requirement does not strictly apply to contracts entered into before 1 July 2012.

The required allocation means that amounts with higher interest rates are generally repaid before amounts with lower interest rates. The Explanatory Memorandum to the Home Loans and Credit Cards Act states that the intention of this requirement is to:

(a) address practices where some credit providers were allocating repayments in a way that maximises the amount and time required for the consumer to repay their credit (i.e. by allocating repayments to amount subject to lower interest rates first); and
(b) help consumers to compare different credit card products, as the same repayments can produce different results according to the allocation hierarchy under the contract.

The requirement addresses both:

(a) card selection, effectively standardising the way in which repayments are allocated (removing a point of difference that consumers need to consider when selecting a product); and
(b) the problem of carrying high debt over time, as the amount of interest payable is reduced compared to other ways of allocating repayments.

As part of our review, we:

(a) examined the changes that providers have made to how they allocate repayments, including for credit card contracts entered into before 1 July 2012;
(b) where possible, considered what effect changes to the allocation of repayments has had on the amount of interest charged to consumers; and

(c) asked about the number of consumer requests for repayments to be first allocated to specified amounts.

Finding 15: Most, but not all, credit providers have applied the new requirements to all credit cards

Eight of the 12 credit providers in our review told us that they have applied the new repayment allocation requirements to all consumer credit cards, including accounts opened before 1 July 2012. Four lenders have not: American Express, Citi, Latitude (some products only) and Macquarie.

We estimate that 525,000 customers of these four providers may have been charged more interest because the previous allocation continued to apply, sometimes on more than one card. While these four credit providers are not breaking the law, they are charging their longstanding customers more interest than they should, and their conduct is out of step with the rest of industry.

Two of the credit providers who have continued to use the previous allocation told us that they apply the new requirements on the consumer’s request. However:

(a) the number of consumers who had made such requests was small; and

(b) the ability to make these requests was not publicised.

In anticipation of a new Banking Code of Practice, from 2019 Citi and Macquarie will no longer use the previous method of allocating repayments for grandfathered credit cards. American Express has also indicated it will make this change in 2019. Latitude is considering its position.

Finding 16: The new requirements produce better outcomes than previous practices

We found that before 1 July 2012 there was no consistency among credit providers in the order of repayments to consumers’ credit card balances. Some providers also had different repayment allocations for the various types of credit cards they offered.

Before 1 July 2012, most credit providers allocated repayments first to the proportion of the credit card balance with the lowest interest rate and last to the proportion of the balance with the highest interest rate.

Two of the 12 providers indicated that they had conducted internal analysis about the effect of the new requirements on the amount of interest charged to their customers.
One provider observed a decrease in the effective interest rate (the gross interest charged as a percentage of balances outstanding) and in interest charged to customers on credit card balances since 1 July 2012.

Another provider has conducted extensive internal analysis, which indicated that depending on the consumer’s spending behaviour, some consumers were charged the same amount of interest under the new requirements, while some consumers were better off and charged less interest.

Finding 17: Consumer requests for variations to repayment allocations are not common, but consistent with what was intended

Five of the 12 credit providers indicated they had entered into agreements with some customers in 2016–17 to alter the general allocation of repayments. That is, some consumers asked for repayments to be allocated to specific amounts. These requests were not common.

The most frequently given reasons for these requests were:

(a) repayment of a specific purchase that was subject to an instalment plan; and
(b) for payments to be allocated according to a structured payment plan to repay the customer’s credit card balance.

These reasons are consistent with the intended circumstances for alterations in the Explanatory Memorandum to the Home Loans and Credit Cards Act.

The minimum repayment warning

From 1 July 2012, credit providers must include a minimum repayment warning on credit card statements.

The minimum repayment warning must be on the front page of the statement and must set out:

(a) how long it will take to pay off the closing balance if only minimum repayments are made and the total amount payable over that time;
(b) an alternative repayment which would repay the balance within two years and the total amount payable over that time;
(c) the saving the consumer would make if they repaid the closing balance within two years instead of making minimum repayments; and
(d) contact details for consumers in financial difficulty: see Table 12.
Table 12: Sample minimum repayment warning

**Minimum Repayment Warning:** If you make only the minimum payment each month, you will pay more interest and it will take you longer to pay off your balance. For example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>If you make no additional charges using this card and each month you pay...</th>
<th>You will pay off the Closing Balance shown on this statement in about...</th>
<th>And you will end up paying an estimated total of interest charges of...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Only the minimum payment</td>
<td>[period]</td>
<td>[total interest 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[repayment 2]</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>[total interest 2], a saving of [savings 2]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Having trouble making repayments?** If you are having difficulty making credit card repayments, please contact us on [phone number]. We may be able to assist you.

Source: Regulation 79B(2) of the National Credit Regulations

This information gives consumers two scenarios for how much the credit card debt will cost to pay out in full and how long it will take to repay. Both calculations assume that there are no new transactions or fees and that interest rates remain the same.

The minimum repayment warning is intended to make consumers aware of the consequences of only making minimum repayments, and therefore prompt larger repayments.

The Regulation Impact Statement for this reform noted that:

(a) some consumers do not fully appreciate how much only making minimum repayments would cost them in the long term;

(b) better disclosure (including a warning) could increase consumer understanding of the implications of making minimum repayments; and

(c) there was some evidence of reduced debt levels after warnings were introduced in other jurisdictions.

The intention to promote larger repayments reflected concerns that consumers may carry large amounts of debt on a credit card at a high interest rate for a lengthy period. Similar concerns were identified by the Senate Inquiry, prompting changes in the Banking Measures Act.

As part of our review, we looked for evidence about the effect of providing this information to consumers. We note that there is broader consumer research into encouraging larger repayments being conducted by the Behavioural Economics Team of the Australian Government, Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.

We looked at proportion of consumers who made repayments at (and below) the two-year repayment amount for three providers who told us about the assumptions they make when preparing the warning.
Finding 18: There was no evidence of a repayment ‘spike’ at the two-year amount disclosed on the minimum repayment warning

There was no evidence (either in 2012 or 2017) of an unusually large number of repayments at or around the amounts we calculated as the two-year amount.

None of the credit providers reported that they had measured the effect of the minimum repayment warning on repayments. However, one credit provider looked at changes in repayments more broadly at the time the minimum repayment warning was introduced. They observed decreases in interest charged on outstanding balances at that time; we also noticed this trend in our dataset.

ASIC’s expectations

In response to our findings, we expect improvements in credit providers’ practices.

Issue 6: Credit providers should develop tools to help consumers choose credit cards that reflect their actual needs and use

Many credit providers have developed tools to help consumers to choose credit cards, in some cases interactive tools. However, our findings on problematic debt and product suitability suggests that consumers still struggle to select cards that are well-suited to their actual behaviours.

Future developments in this area should focus on providing tools that allow consumers to better choose products that match their actual needs and use. For example, Open Banking may present an opportunity for data-based tools to aid with product selection.

The tools provided should also cater as much as possible to known consumer biases that may affect product choice and use, as these biases can result in additional costs or risks of harm.

In our view, developing tools to encourage consumers to choose cards that align with actual needs and use is consistent with credit providers’ obligations to engage in credit activities efficiently, honestly and fairly, as well as culture of prioritising consumers’ interests.

Issue 7: The repayment allocation requirement should apply to all credit cards, including those entered into before July 2012

We are concerned that hundreds of thousands of consumers who have had a credit card for six years or more are missing out on the benefit of better repayment allocation. This issue affects customers who have continued their relationship with a credit provider for a long time.

All credit providers that have not applied this requirement to every credit card should do so as soon as possible. We note that the ABA has included a commitment in the new Banking Code of Practice reflecting the repayment allocation requirement that will apply to all consumer credit cards provided by subscribers to that code.
Appendix: Methodology

In 2017, ASIC began a review into the credit card market, focusing on:

(a) consumer outcomes for credit card products over time, particularly where debt is held at relatively high interest rates for a long time;
(b) the effect of balance transfers on consumer debt levels over time, including when and how balance transfers are taken out, the repayment experience and the effect on aggregate credit limit and debt levels; and
(c) the effect of some key regulatory of the Home Loans and Credit Cards Act reforms relating to credit cards.

This review was our first thematic look at credit cards and associated consumer outcomes since becoming Australia’s consumer credit regulator in 2010. Additional requirements for credit cards and other regulatory developments also suggested that issues may exist in this market.

Participants in our review

The 12 credit providers that participated in our review comprise the vast majority of the Australian credit card market. Based on data collected by the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA), the 10 authorised deposit-taking institutions (ADIs) in our review make up 98.5% of the APRA-regulated credit card market; we believe the two non-ADIs in our review are the largest credit card providers of that type.

In alphabetical order, these credit providers are:

(a) American Express Australia Limited;
(b) Australia and New Zealand Banking Group;
(c) Bank Australia Limited;
(d) Bendigo and Adelaide Bank;
(e) Citigroup Pty Ltd;
(f) Commonwealth Bank of Australia;
(g) HSBC Bank Australia Limited;
(h) Latitude Personal Finance Pty Ltd;
(i) Macquarie Bank Limited;
(j) National Australia Bank;
(k) Victoria Teachers Limited (Bankfirst, formerly Victoria Teachers Mutual Bank); and
(l) Westpac Banking Corporation.
We also consulted widely with other stakeholders, including:

(a) domestic and international government agencies, such as the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA), the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA), the Treasury, the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet and overseas regulators;

(b) industry associations and other bodies; and

(c) consumer advocates, including community legal centres, Legal Aid, and other consumer advocacy groups.

### Data collection and analysis

We asked the credit providers for a substantial amount of data:

(a) Account-level quantitative data on consumer credit cards—This amounted to 20 million lines of data across all 12 lenders for accounts that were open at any time between July 2012 and June 2017, with approximately 660 data points per account.

(b) Qualitative data about existing practices—We asked 51 questions about matters including responsible lending, hardship processes, the additional requirements for credit cards, the availability of balance transfers and proactive action taken by credit providers.

### Quantitative data request

The participating credit providers were asked to supply data for up to 659 fields for each consumer credit card account that was open at some time between July 2012 and June 2017.

The data fields included:

(a) information about credit card holders (e.g. income and expenses);

(b) product information (e.g. product class, interest free days and open and close dates);

(c) information about the most recent balance transfer on the card, including transfer amount, promotional period and interest rates;

(d) general information about the use of the card between 2012 and 2017, including outstanding balances, credit limits, interest rates, fees and failures to make payments; and

(e) masked demographic information for the data linking exercise (see paragraphs 409–411).

The five-year period was important so that we could assess the effect of consumer behaviour over time particularly if consumers had:

(a) potentially problematic debt; or

(b) made changes to their account (e.g. a balance transfer).
We needed to look at each of a consumer’s cards to determine what effect those cards and their use had on the consumer’s debt outcomes. This meant our review could not be based on a small sample dataset.

To ensure each provider could respond to our data request, we discussed with providers the type of data stored and its accessibility and gave them draft data requests for feedback. The feedback we received helped us make the data requests simpler and smaller. Although each lender received the same request, we worked with lenders one-on-one where some data was unavailable or in a different form.

Providers were also invited to participate in a pilot response to the data request to ensure the final data set could be transferred securely and to give them feedback on issues we identified.

We received approximately 20 million lines of data for the 12 lenders representing approximately 21.4 million credit card accounts that were open during the five-year period.

To ensure our analysis was accurate, we sought clarification from providers on issues we identified with the data provided and received some additional data. This also confirmed how we would deal with known issues or gaps in the data available (e.g. some fields were treated as ‘missing’ or ‘not applicable’ for the purposes of our analysis).

**Data linking**

The account-level quantitative data that credit providers gave us included masked consumer information. Although we could not identify individuals from the information we received, we could potentially identify where one individual held multiple credit cards with different credit providers.

In a ‘data linking’ exercise, we identified likely cases of consumers holding multiple credit cards. Where we were sufficiently confident that the consumer information on two accounts was very similar or identical, we proceeded on the basis that one consumer held both accounts.

This exercise allowed us to analyse the data on a consumer level, rather than for individual accounts. This is important for our review because:

(a) each credit provider does not necessarily see a consumer’s whole financial position (e.g. whether they have cancelled an account with another provider and transferred the balance); and

(b) the overall consumer outcomes may not be discerned by analysing a single credit card account in isolation.
Qualitative survey

We asked each provider to respond to a qualitative survey. The survey contained 51 questions requesting information about:

(a) consumers and their cards;
(b) responsible lending;
(c) balance transfers;
(d) consumer repayments;
(e) financial hardship; and
(f) the additional requirements that apply to credit cards.

The qualitative survey was designed to capture providers’ processes and identify where they:

(a) took proactive steps to identify consumers with products that do not suit their needs; or
(b) offered help to consumers in repaying their credit card debt.

Consumer research

We engaged an independent research consultant to conduct consumer research on balance transfers to give us an in-depth understanding of consumer attitudes, intentions, experiences and behaviour in addition to the data we collected from credit providers.

In particular, we were interested in consumers’ motivations for taking out balance transfers, how they are used and managed (and how this differs from intentions) and the effect of transferring balances on consumers’ financial situation.

The research was both qualitative and quantitative, including:

(a) interviews with consumers who had taken out balance transfers;
(b) online forums; and
(c) an online survey.

In-depth interviews

The aim of the qualitative research was to understand consumer motivation and behaviours for balance transfers and the repayment of debt.

Respondent-led interviews were conducted with 16 consumers in Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane to draw out their stories.

The consumer’s journey was explored in five key stages, including the context for the debt accumulation, their consideration of a balance transfer (including alternatives), the decision to transfer a balance, the promotional period and time after that period expired.
Online forums

Two online discussion forums of 16 people each were held after the in-depth interviews to provide national coverage. The forums were held over several days allowing the target audience to talk to one another.

The discussion groups were split according to whether consumers had transferred one balance or several. The groups included a representative mix of consumers with different demographic features and credit providers.

Online survey

A quantitative survey of 800 consumers with balance transfers was designed to capture important information to help us understand the attitudes and behaviours of consumers who take out these transfers.

This survey included questions about the prevalence of multiple credit card ownership among consumers who have transferred balances, including the frequency of use, balances, total credit limits, whether the debt was increasing and what repayment strategies were being adopted.

Note: In many cases, we could conduct similar analysis based on data supplied by credit providers. Unless we say otherwise, our findings in this report are based on analysis of quantitative data supplied by credit providers.
# Key terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Meaning in this document</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABA</td>
<td>Australian Banking Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>account</td>
<td>A credit card account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>account switching</td>
<td>Changing from one account to another</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADI</td>
<td>Authorised deposit-taking institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APRA</td>
<td>Australian Prudential Regulation Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIC</td>
<td>Australian Securities and Investments Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIC Act</td>
<td><em>Australian Securities and Investments Commission Act 2001</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balance transfer</td>
<td>Where a consumer transfers a balance from one credit card to another credit card from the same or different provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banking Code of Practice</td>
<td>A new code of conduct to be issued by the ABA, pending ASIC approval, which sets standards of good banking practice when dealing with individual or small business customers, prospective customers and their guarantors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: The new draft Code was lodged with ASIC for approval under s1101A of the Corporations Act in December 2017. The current version, issued by the ABA in 2013, is the Code of Banking Practice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banking Measures Act</td>
<td><em>Treasury Laws Amendment (Banking Measures No. 1) Act 2018</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>consumer</td>
<td>A natural person or strata corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: See s5 of the National Credit Act</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporations Act</td>
<td><em>Corporations Act 2001</em>, including regulations made for the purposes of that Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>credit</td>
<td>Credit to which the National Credit Code applies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: See s3 and s5–6 of the National Credit Code</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>credit assistance</td>
<td>Has the meaning given in s8 of the National Credit Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>credit contract</td>
<td>Has the meaning given in s4 of the National Credit Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>credit licensee</td>
<td>Holds an Australian credit licence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: See s35(1) of the National Credit Act</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>credit provider</td>
<td>Has the meaning given in s8 of the National Credit Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCA</td>
<td>Financial Conduct Authority (UK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high-interest credit card</td>
<td>A credit card with a purchase rate of over 20% for three or more months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Meaning in this document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Loans and Credit Cards Act</td>
<td><em>National Consumer Credit Protection Amendment (Home Loans and Credit Cards) Act 2011</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Credit Act</td>
<td><em>National Consumer Credit Protection Act 2009</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Credit Code</td>
<td>National Credit Code at Sch 1 to the National Credit Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Credit Regulations</td>
<td>National Consumer Credit Protection Regulations 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>persistent debt</td>
<td>An account where during the previous 12 months:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• the average credit use is 90%; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• interest has been charged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repeated low repayment behaviour</td>
<td>An account where during the previous 12 months:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• the consumer has made eight or more repayments at or below 3% of the credit limit; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• interest has been charged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senate Inquiry</td>
<td>An inquiry by the Senate Economics References Committee into credit card interest rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senate Inquiry final report</td>
<td>Final report issued by the Senate Inquiry, [<em>Interest rates and informed choice in the Australian credit card market</em>](December 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>serious delinquency</td>
<td>An account where during the previous 12 months the account has been 60 days or more overdue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>severe delinquency</td>
<td>The account has been written off or is in the worst state of delinquency that the relevant credit provider reported to us</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: There were differences in how some credit providers reported delinquency information to us. We standardised this information where possible.*
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